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SECTION I - PARTIES T O THE A G R E E M E N T 
This Agreement is made the first day of April, 2002. by and between The Service 
Employees international Union, Local No. 69-11. AFL-CIO. hereinafter called the 
"Union" and Dominion Transmission, Inc. and Hope Gas. Inc.. doing business as 
Dominion Hope, hereinafter called the "Company'". 
SECTION II BUNION RECOGNITION 
The Company recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative for the 
purpose of collective bargaining forrat.es of pay, hours of work, and other conditions of 
employment for the employees of the Company whose wage rates and classifications are 
set forth in this Agreement. -
SECTION III - M A N A G E M E N T RIGHTS 
1. The management of the Company and the direction of the working forces 
including the right to make rules and regulations, hire, discharge or suspend for just 
cause, promote, demote, transfer, relieve employees from duly because of lack of work or 
for other proper and legitimate reasons and to determine the work to be performed and 
the methods and equipment to be used by employees are recognized to be retained by the 
Company, except as otherwise limited by this Agreement. 
2. While Management agrees to carry out its responsibilities in a manner 
consistent with the purpose and intent of this Agreement, the right of the Company to 
manage the business shall only be restricted by the explicit limitations set forth in this 
Agreement. The fact that some of the Company's rights to manage are-set forth in this 
Section shall not be taken in any way to imply that the Company does not have all other 
rights of management. 
3. The Union recognizes that the selection of employees from the Bargaining 
Unit to replace No n- Bar gaining Unit employees is a right of Management. Physical and 
clerical employees will not be required to accept work assignments outside of the 
Bargaining Unit. 
SECTION IV - MEETINGS 
1. During the Union's annual Representative Council Meeting the Company will 
pay the wages of the Union Representative Council in attendance for one day. During 
this day, up to one half day will be used for the annual safety meeting. 
2. Special meetings may be held by mutual agreement. 
3. The Company will pay a mutually agreed upon travel time for designated 
Union members to attend meetings. 
SECTION V - UNION SECURITY AND C H E C K O F F 
1. Any regular or casual employee covered by this Agreement who fails to acquire 
or maintain membership in good standing in the Union on or before January 1, 1983, or 
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the completion of the probationary period of that employee, whichever is later, thereafter 
shall be required, as a condition of employment, to acquire and maintain membership in 
good standing' iri~the Union, or pay to the Union the service fees specified herein. For the 
purpose of this Section only, the probationary period shall be defined as the first thirty 
(30) days after an employee attains employment status with the Company. 
2. The term "good standing" shall, for the purpose of this Section, mean that the 
employee has not been delinquent in tendering the periodic dues and initiation fees 
^uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership in the UniorTT 
3. The service feesshall be the same amount and payable at the same time as the 
periodic dues and initiation fees uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or 
"maintaining membership in the Union. 
4. The Company agrees to deduct Union membership dues and initiation fees 
from the pay of each employee who is a member of the Union and who, has filed with the 
Company and with the Union a properly signed authorization for deduction. The 
Company further agrees to deduct service fees equal to said membership dues and 
initiation fees from the pay of each employee who has filed with the Company and with 
the Union a properly signed authorization for the deduction. The dues and initiation fees 
or service fees deducted by the Company shall be forwarded promptly to the Treasurer of 
the Union together with a statement of account. 
5. The dues checkoff authorization shall be made on a form satisfactory to the 
Company. The authorization is voluntary and an employee may at any time discontinue 
the deduction of dues from his or her pay_by proper notification. 
6. The Secretary of the Union shall notify the Company in writing of any change 
in the Union membership and the amount of membership dues to be deducted. 
7. Any authorization for deduction of Union dues which was proper and had been 
received by the Company or the Union prior to the effective date of this Agreement, shall 
continue to be considered a proper authorization for deduction of Union dues in accord 
with the terms of that authorization. 
8. Once each'month, the Union will submit to the Company, in writing, a list of 
all active employees who have failed to tender the funds required in Paragraph 1 of this 
Section. The Company will notify those persons named and will discontinue 
employment of such persons who are not in compliance with the terms of this Section 
within thirty (30) days after such notification, upon receipt of a certificate, properly 
notarized, from the Union of the following: 
a. That membership in the Union is available to such employee on the same terms 
and conditions generally applicable to other members, and 
b. That membership has not been denied to any such employee nor has the 
membership of any such employee been terminated for reasons other than his 
or her failure to tender the periodic dues and initiation fees uniformly required 
as a condition of acquiring or retaining membership in the Union. 
9. During the thirty (30) day period referred to in Paragraph 8 above, the 
Company may counsel with any employee not in compliance with the Section and 
attempt to persuade the employee to so comply. 
10. In the event the Company discharges an employee solely for failure to tender the 
funds required in Paragraph 1 of this Section, the Union agrees to protect the Company 
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and hold it harmless from any claim of such employee that their discharge was not 
justifiable. 
" 1 1 . " Each month, a list of bargaining unit employees will be furnished to the 
Secretary—of, the Union, the appropriate Region . Directors and local^  Union 
Representatives. 
~ SECTION VI - CORRESPONDENCE 
1. All correspondence directed to the Union will be addressed to the" Union 
President unless otherwise specified in this_ Agreement. If directed to the Company, it 
_ will be addressed to the labor relations representative designated by Dominion 
Transmission, Inc. for Dominion Transmission - matters and/or Dominion Hope for 
Dominion Hope matters. If directed to an employee, it will be addressed to the last 
address furnished-by the employee to Human Resources. -
2. All correspondence concerning disciplinary actions will be mailed by certified 
mail to the Union President and the appropriate Region Director and by regular mail to 
the Union Secretary. 
3. All correspondence required by Section XV, Changes in the Work Force, 
Article i, Employee Selection, will be addressed to the Union Secretary. 
4. All correspondence required-by Section XV, Changes in the Work Force, 
Article 3, Reduction in the Work Force, Paragraph 1, will be mailed by certified mail to 
the Union Secretary and by regular mail to the remainder of the Union Executive Board 
and appropriate representative(s). 
5. The Company will mail by certified mail to the Union Secretary and by regular 
mail to the remainder of the Union Executive Board answers, in writing, to annual tour-
questions within forty (40) calendar days after the Company has received the Union's 
written questions, unless otherwise agreed. The time limit on filing grievances that arise 
as a result of an answer to a tour question shall commence upon receipt of the answer by 
the Union President. Furthermore, while the grievance procedure may be used to resolve 
disputes over the interpretation of this Agreement that surface in the answers to tour 
questions, resolution of such grievances will not be retroactive. That is, if the occurrence 
giving rise to the tour question was/is not grieved in a timely fashion as specified in 
Section VII, Paragraph 3, then no adjustment will be made in that specific case as a result 
of a subsequently grieved answer to a tour question. 
SECTION VII - GRIEVANCE AND SETTLEMENT 
1. It is the policy of the Company to allow employees a reasonable opportunity to -
present to their Supervisors any request or complaint which they may have. However, it 
is agreed that not every such request or complaint constitutes a grievance. 
2. A grievance is a dispute or claim involving the meaning, interpretation, or 
application of any of the provisions of this Agreement. 
3. The aggrieved employee will seek to adjust the matter by first scheduling an 
informal meeting with his/her immediate supervisor, either personally or through his/her 
Union Representative or Union Steward. Unless otherwise mutually agreed, the informal 
meeting shall take place within ten (10) calendar days of the date the grievance was 
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initiated. In the event the aggrieved is the Union, the Union will seek to adjust the matter 
through an informal meeting with a Labor Relations representative of the Company and 
with'the President of the Union or an appointed official of the Union. Management's 
answer will Jbc given within ten (10) calendar days of .this meeting unless otherwise 
agreed. 
4. If the aggrieved employee is unable to satisfactorily adjust the matter with his 
orJier-immediate Supervisor, a grievance shall be initiated in writing within ten (10). 
calendar days upon a mutually agreed upon form which shall state the nature of the 
occurrence giving rise to the grievance, the Section or Sections of this Agreement on" 
which the grievance is based and the relief or remedy sought. The grievance form shall 
be dated and signed by the employee and/or the Union Representative and presented to 
the employee's immediate Supervisor to be dated and signed. The grievance shall then be 
submitted .to the first step of the grievance procedure. If the Union and the Company are 
unable to satisfactorily adjust" a'matter in the informal .meeting held in Paragraph 3, a 
grievance shall be initiated in accordance with the procedure above with the exception 
that it will be signed by a Labor Relations representative and waived to the second step if 
agreed to by both parties. 
5. Grievances shall be initiated as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 
ten (10) calendar daysiri a dismissal or selection grievance and twenty (20) calendar days 
in a grievance arising from any other cause^ The time limit on a dismissal grievance shall 
commence upon notification in writing to the Union President by the Labor Relations 
Section. The time limit on a grievance arising from any other cause shall commence on 
- the date the cause of the grievance, occurred. The date that an employee first seeks to 
adjust the matter with his/her supervisor shall be considered the date the grievance is 
initiated for the purpose of determining whether the grievance has been timely presented. 
Grievances not so presented shall be deemed to have been abandoned and shall not be 
entitled to consideration. 
6. At the first step of the grievance procedure the Union committee shall consist 
of the aggrieved employee, his/her Union Representative, his/her Region Director and 
one (1) other Union member. appointed by the Union President. The Company's 
committee shall consist of the Division/Section Manager, or his/her appointee, the 
immediate supervisor, and a representative of the Labor Relations Section. Additional 
members may be appointed by either side but the Company reserves the right to refuse to 
pay for the time of such members appointed by the Union. (All authorized Union time 
will be paid at straight time only, no overtime, up to eight (8) hours per day.) 
The first step grievance meeting will be held within 40 calendar days unless 
otherwise agreed. Management's answer at the first step will be given within seven (7) 
calendar days of the date of this meeting, unless otherwise agreed. If Management's 
answer does not resolve the grievance at this step, the Union may appeal the case to the 
second step within seven (7) calendar days, unless otherwise agreed. Grievances arising 
from the selection of or the dismissal of an employee shall be given scheduling priority 
by the parties. 
7. By January 4 of each calendar year quarterly meetings will be scheduled to 
hear second step grievances, Additional meetings can be scheduled, as needed, for the 
purpose of addressing outstanding second step grievances. At the second step of the 
grievance procedure the Union committee shall consist of the aggrieved employee, 
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his/her Union Representative and the Union Executive Board. The Company's 
committee will consist of the manager of Labor Relations or his/her appointee, a 
representative of Labor Relations and other representatives of Management as deemed 
necessary. Additional members may be appointed by either side, but the Company 
reserves the right to refuse to pay for the time of such members appointed by the Union. 
Management's answer at the second-step will be given within ten (10) 
calendar days of the date of this meeting, unless otherwise agreed. If the grievance 
retnains unresolved the Union Executive Board may submit the grievance to arbitration 
within thirty (30) calendar days, unless otherwise agreed, as provided for in Paragraph 12 
below. 
8. If either party fails to answer or appeal a grievance within the time limits set 
forth in Paragraph 7, provided there has been no mutually agreed extension, the grieving 
party may appeal the grievance to the next step. If a grievance is not scheduled within 
the time limits set forth above, provided there has been no mutually agreed extension: (a) 
if the Company is at fault the grievance will be settled upon the remedy requested 
without precedence, (b) if the Union is at fault the grievance will be dropped without 
precedence.. 
9. After a union eligible employee has filed a grievance, there shall be no 
discussion or adjustment of the case between the employee and his or her Supervisor 
without the Representative or Steward being present. Similarly, no discussion of the case 
shall take place between first level supervision and the local representative without the 
employee having the opportunity to be presentr 
10. Furthermore, when an employee's presence is required at a grievance 
meeting, permission to attend will be granted by the Supervisor when requested. Both 
parties recognize that under certain .work load conditions, meetings may necessarily be 
postponed. Such postponement will be by mutual consent. 
11. Representatives of the employees may exercise the grievance procedure of the -
Agreement at their discretion, regardless of whether or "not a complaint has been filed by 
the affected party or parties. The only exceptions to this provision are those grievances-
arising out of selection. Such grievances shall only be allowed as provided for in Section 
XV, Article 1. 
12. Should any grievance remain unresolved, the grievance may be submitted to 
arbitration by a notice in writing from the grieving party. Unless mutually agreed, such 
notice must be sent by the grieving party by certified mail within thirty (30) calendar 
days after the date the written answer is received in the second step of the grievance 
procedure. The notice must set forth the basis of the grievance, the provision or 
provisions of the Agreement which have allegedly been violated, the facts on which the 
claim rests and the remedy sought. The arbitration hearing shall be held as soon as 
practicable. Grievances arising from the selection of or the dismissal of an employee 
shall be given scheduling priority by the parties. 
13. The parties shall request the American Arbitration Association to furnish a 
list of fifteen (15) arbitrators. Within five (5) working days after receipt of such list, the 
Union and Company shall alternately strike one (1) name each from such list submitted 
until one (1) name remains. The remaining name shall be the arbitrator. 
14. The Company and the Union shall share equally the costs of the arbitrator. 
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15. The factJhat a matter has been processed as a grievance shall not prevent 
either party from questioning whether it is a proper subject of grievance or arbitration. 
16. The award of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon both parties. The 
arbitrator shall have no authority to add to. subtract from or modify any of the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. 
17. The day following the day a written answer is received shall.be counted as 
the first day in establishing time limits under this Section. — 
18. Either party may, with advance notice to the other party and at its own 
expense, have a court reporter in attendance at any grievance hearing. In such case, the 
other party will be supplied, at no cost, .a .copy of the transcript. 
19. The Company will pay a mutually agreed upon travel time for approved 
Union members to attend grievances. 
SECTION VIII - STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS 
1. During the term of—this Agreement, there shall be no instigation or 
encouragement of, or participation in any strike, slowdown or work stoppage. 
2. During the term of this Agreement, there shall be no lockout of employees. 
_ SECTION IX - DISCRIMINATION 
There shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint, coercion or 
intimidation of any employee by the Company or by the Union because of membership or 
non-membeTship in any lawful social, fraternal or religious organization, or by reason of 
membership or non-membership in a labor union. Also, the Company and the Union 
agree that there shall be no discrimination against any employee by either party under 
definitions or regulations established by any State or Federal employment laws. Both 
parties shall have available to them all defenses under State or Federal law for any claim 
made under this Section. This provision is not intended .to alter any defenses under State 
or Federal law which would otherwise be available to the parties, 
SECTION X-WAGES 
1. Pay rates shall be paid as negotiated and shall be in effect as described herein 
for the term of this Agreement. 
2. The pay rate for any job classification created after ratification of this 
Agreement will be negotiated by the Union and the Company. If the parties are unable to 
agree on the rate for the job, any such issue will be subject to the Grievance and 
Settlement Section of this Agreement. 
3. Paydays for physical employees will be every other Friday. If the payday falls 
on a recognized holiday, then employees will be paid on the last preceding workday. 
4. Paydays for regular clerical employees will be on the fifteenth (15th) day and 
the last day of each month. If the payday falls on Saturday, Sunday or a recognized 
holiday, then payday will be the last preceding workday. At a later date, subsequent to 
the effective date of this Agreement, the payday for clerical employees will be converted" 
to an every other Friday schedule coinciding with the paydays for physical employees, 
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5. The Company will determine what time and attendance data employees will be 
required to report and what method(s) for submitting the data will be used. 
6. The Company will pay twenty-five dollars ($25.00) to the employee as well as 
penalties assessed by a creditor against the employee which have resulted from 
paychecks mailed late or direct deposits which are deposited late if the late paychecks or 
late deposits are proven to. be the fault of the Company and within the Company's 
control. The employee has an affirmative obligation to limit penalties. 
• • 7. To eliminate the early cashing of checks by employees, the following 
guidelines will be adhered to: 
(a) Employees cashing their checks before the check date will be 
notified by the Company in writing. 
(b) Employees who disregard the written notice in ^ subparagraph (a) 
above will thereafter receive their pay through direct deposit-only. 
8. The Company will furnish to the Secretary of the Union a schedule of-. 
physical/clerical paydays for the life of this Agreement. 
SECTION XI - PREMIUMS 
Article I - Shift Premium 
1. A shift premium of forty-eight (48) cents per hour for the Number 2 Shift and 
fifty-five (55) cents per hour for the Number 3 Shift shall be added to the rate of all 
physical employees while assigned to scheduled hours of work, Ihe majority of which 
occur within the period 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M. 
2. The shift-premium shall be applicable only to time actually worked. 
Article 2 - Sunday Premium 
1. The Company agrees to pay a Sunday premium at the rate of one dollar and 
twenty-three cents ($1.23) per hour to physical employees whose regular schedule 
requires them to work on a Sunday, except that the Sunday premium shall not be paid for 
work performed on a Sunday for which the employee receives overtime pay, call out pay, 
or any other pay amounting to a rate of time and one-half or more. Employees assigned 
to scheduled hours of work, the majority of which occur on Sunday, will be paid one 
dollar and twenty-three cents ($1.23) per hour Sunday premium. 
2. The Sunday premium shall be applicable only to time actually worked. 
3. Sunday, holiday, and shift change premiums shall not be accumulated, but the 
Company agrees to pay the highest premium earned. 
Article 3 - Holiday Premium 
1. The Company agrees to pay a holiday premium at the rate of one dollar and 
thirty-three cents ($1.33) per hour to physical employees whose regular schedule requires 
them to work on a holiday, except that the holiday premium shall not be paid for work 
performed on a holiday for which the employee receives overtime pay, call out pay, or 
any other pay amounting to a rate of time and one-half or more. Employees assigned to 
scheduled hours of work, the majority of which occur on a recognized holiday, will be 
paid one dollar and thirty-three cents ($1.33) per hour holiday premium. 
2. The holiday premium shall be applicable only to time actually worked. 
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. 3. Sunday, holiday, and shift change premiums shall not be accumulated but the 
Company agrees to pay the highest premium earned. 
Article 4 - Shift Change Premium 
1. No shift change premium will be paid if an employee agrees to a schedule 
change to accommodate the request of another union eligible employee. In case of an" 
accommodation for a death in the family as defined in Section XII, Article 8, a shift-
change premium will be paid. . . 
2. In cases where Management initiates a schedule change other than the type of 
accommodations discussed in Paragraph 1: .. . 
(a) Union eligible employees shall be paid time and one-half when their regular 
scheduled shift is changed after the start of their workweek- The employee's 
workweek, for the computation of the shift change premium, shall begin at 
the employee's quitting time on the last day ..of work of the employee's 
previous workweek, and shall consist of the days of rest plus the following 
continuous days of work. In the case of a relief person who works regularly 
on a split rest day schedule, the employee's workweek begins at the end of 
his or her day of work before his or her first rest day. Therefore, when there 
are less than five (5) days of work before the second rest day of the calendar 
week, the employee's workweek shall consist of the calendar days to and 
including the second rest day of the calendar week plus the following 
continuous days of work. This premium shall be paid only for the first eight 
hours worked on the new schedule.-
(b) If a union eligible employee is scheduled to work his or her-Sunday rest day, 
and then returned to his or her normal schedule for the remainder of his or 
her workweek, he or she will be allowed to work his or her regular workweek 
in addition to the overtime day on Sunday. However, if an employee is 
scheduled to work two or more days, which begin with the Sunday rest day, 
he or she will be considered to be on a new schedule and eligible to work 
only five days in the new workweek. Schedule change premium will not 
apply in either case if the employee's schedule is changed prior to the 
beginning of his or her workweek. 
(c) Following a change in an employee's normal schedule, he or she may be 
returned to his or her original (normal) schedule within five (5) consecutive -
working days without payment of shift change premium. 
(d) The Union will attempt to schedule Union Business and to identify 
participants in grievances with sufficient notice to avoid shift change 
premiums when possible. 
Article 5 - Temporary Assignment Premiums 
1. When a clerical employee is assigned the duties of a physical employee, the 
clerical employee shall receive five percent (5%) above his or her base rate. 
2. When a physical employee is required to Teplace a Union eligible clerical 
employee, he or she shall receive five percent (5%) above his or her base rate. 
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SECTION XII - WORKING CONDITIONS 
Article 1 - Hours of Work and Overtime -
1. The Company workweek for computation of pay shall consist of seven (7) 
days commencing each week at il:3L.Pr"Mr Saturday and ending at 11:30 P. M. the 
"following Saturday. 
2. The working hours for bargaining unit employees, will be as follows, unless 
employees are otherwise assigned: 
(a) The working hours for physical employees will be from 7:30 A. M. to 
4:00 P. M. for regular day schedules. The working hours for shift 
employees will be 7:30 A. M. to 3:30 P. M. for the Number 1 Shift; 
3:30 P. M. to 11:30 P. M. for the Number 2 Shift; and 11:30 P. M. to 
.7:30 A. M. for the Number 3 Shift. Starting and quitting times will be the 
time that is officially in use in the Company's operating area (Eastern 
Standard or Daylight Saving). An employee who is working when the 
time is officially changed shall not receive less than eight (8) hours when 
the changing of time results in less than eight (8) hours work. Also, he or 
she shall be paid for the time worked when the changing of time results in 
more than eight (8) hours worked. 
(b) The working hours for clerical employees will be from 8:00 A. M. to 
5:00 P. M. for regular day schedules. 
3. Forty hours consisting of five eight-hour days or four ten-hour days shall 
constitute a normal full-time workweek.-An employee will not be assigned to a normal 
workweek of four ten-hour days without his/her consent. 
4. Bargaining unit employees are to be paid at the rate of time and one-half for 
all time worked in excess of forty hours per week or eight hours in any twenty-four hour 
period, except on shift changes where the scheduled rotations require two shifts to be 
worked in one twenty-four hour period when assigned to a schedule of eight-hour days. 
Bargaining unit employees are to be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all time 
worked in excess of forty hours per week or ten hours per day when assigned to a 
schedule of four ten-hour days per week. 
5. Employees shall be paid at the rate of triple time for al! time worked over 
sixteen consecutive hours. However, if an employee has worked prior to a regularly 
scheduled workday so that during the regular workday the employee completes sixteen 
(16) consecutive hours of work, then if the employee is released (s)he will be paid 
straight time for the remainder of his/her regular workday. 
6. The Company will not normally require employees to split their rest days on a 
regularly scheduled basis with the exception of employees assigned to shift work. 
Employees other than shift employees shall not be required to split their rest days once 
their weekly work schedule (which includes the rest days) has begun, 
7. Employees shall not be required to take equivalent time off without pay for 
the time worked after regular working hours, for the time worked on a scheduled rest 
day(s) or for the time worked in emergencies in order to balance weekly working 
schedules. 
8. The employee's rest day shall not be changed after the employee has started 
working within his or her workweek to avoid the payment of overtime. 
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9. Employees called out for emergency overtime shall receive a minimum of 
three hours' pay at the rate of time and one-half provided that the emergency work does 
not immediately precede the employee's regularly scheduled hours of work. Employees 
called out more than once within a three-hour period shall be paid only for the time 
actually worked -after the initiaPcall out. The rate of pay for time worked during 
additional call outs within the first three-hour period shall be time and one-half. Upon 
the expiration of the three-hour period, if called out again, an employee shall be entitled 
to another three hours' pay at time and~one-half regardless of the amount of time worked 
during that period. Employees called out on Sunday shall receive a premium of three 
hours' pay at the rate of time and one-half, in addition, they shall be paid time and one-
half for the time worked within the three hours. The rate of pay for an employee called 
out again during the first three-hour period shall also be time and one-half. Upon the 
expiration of the three-hour period, if called out again, an employee shall be entitled to 
the three-hour premium, as well as time and one-half for the period worked, in the same 
manner as was paid for the first call out. -
10. If an employee is required to report from off the job for unscheduled 
overtime, he-or she shall receive a minimum of three hours' pay at the rate of time and 
one-half provided that the work does not immediately precede the employee's regularly 
scheduled hours of employment. Neither travel time nor mileage will be paid for 
unscheduled overtime. 
11. When an employee is required to report on his or her rest days to the job for 
scheduled overtime, he or she will not be paid travel time. However, he or she will be 
reimbursed at the contractual rate for mileage driven not to exceed thirty-five (35) miles. 
12. Call out time is defined as the time that an employee works after being 
ordered to report immediately from off the job following the completion of his or her 
workday or workweek. Call out time shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half and 
shall run from the time of leaving the employee's residence until his or her return. 
Authorized mileage will be paid in accordance with Section XII, Article 6, Paragraph C, 
from the employee's residence to the job site(s) and back to the employee's residence. 
13. When overtime work is necessary it shall be distributed at the Company's 
discretion. Local Management will make every effort to divide overtime evenly among 
the employees who normally perform the work. Employees will be counseled that they 
may be ineligible for call-out and unscheduled overtime based on where they reside. In 
an attempt to divide overtime evenly, Management will keep a cumulative total of 
overtime for each calendar year which shall be posted at the end of each calendar month, 
If an employee is offered overtime work and is excused at his/her own request, an 
adjustment of three (3) hours will be made to his/her cumulative total. The cumulative 
total for the preceding month shall be used as a guide by Management in distributing 
overtime. No time will be charged to an employee's cumulative total if he/she refused 
scheduled/unscheduled overtime while off work for sickness, death in the family, or 
vacation. This is not to be interpreted as allowing an employee to refuse call out. The 
credited overtime mentioned above will be listed separately on the cumulative total of 
overtime posted. 
14. Work schedules for shift employees shall be posted on the bulletin boards at 
the work location prior to the beginning of the employee's workweek. The employee 
shall be notified when his or her work schedule is changed and al]_such schedule changes 
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shall be immediately-posted on the bulletin board with the employee initialing the 
change. Any other employee who will be working a schedule different from the regular 
schedule will be notified in advance. 
15. Employees who are assigned to temporary duty, which requires them to be 
away from home overnight, shall be paid travel time from their temporary lodgings to the 
job and from the job to their temporary lodgings, exclusive of meal time in both cases. 
16. Employees required to report for work at a temporary location other than -• 
their payroll headquarters location shall be paid travel time and mileage if the temporary 
location is more than ten (10) miles farther from their home than their payroll' 
headquarters. 
17. Employees who are assigned to a temporary location which would normally 
require them to be away from home overnight may request permission to drive to and 
from home to the temporary location each day. Management will consider their request, 
weighing the distance to be traveled, the seriousness "of the employee's personal situation, 
and any other pertinent information. Such travel if authorized, will be on the employee's 
own time. 
18. Employees-required to work scheduled or unscheduled overtime for the 
purpose of attending meetings, training, or medical" tests on a rest day will receive a 
minimum of three (3) hours overtime pay. 
Article 2 - Flexible Work Schedules 
Flextime for Clerical Employees 
1. Employees may participate in flextime provided that the job responsibilities 
and departmental coverage requirements are met. Supervisors are encouraged to~ 
accommodate individual preference for working hours. If this is not practical, each 
supervisor is asked to develop an equitable system in accommodating arrivals and 
departures. 
2. Employees are to work a 40-hour week. The regular schedule will be 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. five (5) days per week during which normal operations must be 
available. 
3. The expanded workday is from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
4. Lunch period is between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Employees must take no 
less than a 30-minute lunch. 
5. Work schedules must be submitted to and approved by the supervisor weekly. 
Employees may request the same daily schedule for an entire week or different schedules 
for various days of the week. Supervisors may approve employee requests for schedule 
changes during the week to accommodate unplanned appointments or emergencies based 
on the work requirements of the department. 
Twelve-Hour Shift Schedules 
1. The Company and the Union agree to continue to provide for the option, at 
stations, of a twelve-hour rotating shift for shift employees, 
2. A twelve-hour schedule may be implemented at shift work locations upon the 
mutual agreement of the parties at the location and where the employees at the location 
have elected by a majority vote their desire for the new schedule. 
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3. Application of the schedule will continue unless and until Management or a 
majority of the employees at the location elects to end the schedule. Such an election 
will not occur until twelve (12) months after the twelve-hour schedule has been 
implemented and future elections will not occur more frequently than every twelve (12) 
months thereafter. 
Any twelve-hour shift schedule must be cost neutral to the Company and, 
therefore, it may be necessary to modify work rules. 
Station Schedules 
If a majority of the employees desire to try an alternative scheduleto improve 
efficiency and/or employee morale Management will give consideration to the feasibility 
of implementing the proposed change. 
Article 3 - Holidays 
1. Beginning January 1, 2003, the recognized holidays for active regular physical 
and clerical workers are; 
1 .-New Year's Day (January 1) 
2. Martin Luther King Day (Third Monday in January) 
3. Good Friday (Friday preceding Easter) 
. . 4. Memorial Day (Last Monday in May) 
5.-Independence Day (July 4) 
6. Labor Day (First Monday in September) 
7. Veteran's Day (November 11) 
8. Thanksgiving Day (Fourth Thursday in November) 
9. Day after Thanksgiving 
10. Christmas Day (December 25) 
11. Personal Day (January 1 to December 31) 
12. Personal Day (January 1 to-December 31) 
Where applicable the provisions of the Federal Uniform Monday Holiday Act 
shall apply. 
2. Two Personal Days will be allowed from January 1 to December 31. All days 
off can only be taken with prior approval of supervision and must be taken at a time 
which, in the judgment of Management, will make for efficient operations. 
3. (a) If one of the first six (6) recognized holidays (New Year's Day, Martin 
Luther King Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, and 
Labor Day) falls on an employee's rest day or if the employee is required 
to work on the day the Company celebrates the holiday, the employee may 
choose to receive additional pay up to a full day's pay at his/her straight 
time rate or-to take equivalent time off with pay within the following 
forty-five (45) calendar days at a time which, in the judgment of 
Management, will make for efficient operation of the unit concerned. The 
time off must be scheduled at least seven (7) days in advance. 
(b) If the remaining four (4) recognized holidays "(Veteran's Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Day after Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day) falls on 
an employee's Test day, the employee will receive an additional day of pay 
at his/her straight time rate in effect on the date of the holiday. If an 
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employee is -required to work on the day the Company celebrates the 
holiday, the employee will receive additional pay at his/her straight time 
rate in effect on the date of the holiday, equal to the time the employee 
worked on the holiday, up to eight (8) hours. 
4. If the employee is scheduled to work on a recognized holiday, he or she shall 
be paid straight time for the holiday and additional pay at straighf.time rate plus one 
dollar and thirty-three cents ($1,33) per hour holiday premium for hours worked on a 
holiday up to eight hours per day, and time and one-half for hours worked in excess of 
eight hours per day. 
5. Time and one-half, in addition to the eight hours holiday pay, shall be paid for-
time worked if the employee is required to perform non-scheduled duties on a recognized 
holiday. 
6~Holiday pay will only be paid once per holiday. 
7. In addition to the eight (8) hour holiday pay for recognized holidays listed in 
paragraph 1, employees instructed to report immediately from off the job on the day the 
Company celebrates a~hoiiday wilLbe paid a minimum of three (3) hours provided that 
the call-out work does not immediately precede the employee's regularly scheduled hours 
of work. The three (3) hours will consist of double time for time worked with any 
remaining non-work time to be paid at time and one-half. Employees called out more 
than once within the three (3) hour period will only be paid double time for time actually 
"worked. 
8. Casual employees who work on a day the Company celebrates a recognized 
holiday shall receive the holiday premium as established in Section XI, Article 3 of this 
Agreement. If instructed to report immediately from off the job on a recognized holiday, 
casual employees will receive time and one-half for hours worked. 
9. Premium pay for holidays worked shall be paid only for the holiday itself and 
not for any other days, that is," premium pay shall be paid for January 1, Martin Luther 
King Day, third Monday in January, Friday preceding Easter, last Monday in May, 
July 4, first Monday in September, etc., as outlined in Paragraph 1 of this Article. 
10. The rate of pay for holiday pay shall be based on the employee's current 
classified salary/rate. 
11. Special holidays declared by the President of the United States, which the 
Company observes, shall be treated as additional recognized holidays. 
Article 4 - Vacations — 
1. All regular physical and clerical employees, who have completed one year of 
credited service are eligible to one week's vacation with pay; those who have completed 
two years of credited service are eligible to two weeks' vacation with pay; those who 
have completed six or more years of credited service are eligible to three weeks' vacation 
with pay; those who have completed fifteen or more years of credited service are eligible 
to four weeks' vacation with pay; and those who have completed twenty years of credited 
service are eligible to five weeks' vacation with pay. 
(a) The vacation period will extend from January 1, to December 31 of each 
year. 
(b) While preference of individual employees may be given consideration, 
vacation must be taken at a time which, in the judgment of Management, 
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makes for efficient operation of the unit-concerned. Employees wishing to 
take vacation in November or December must schedule this time by July 1 
of each year. Vacation may be taken at one period, but employees entitled 
=-.=to two or more weeks of vacation may split their vacations into the same 
number of periods as they have weeks of vacation eligibility, except where 
^other arrangements are made with the approval of local supervision in 
.__;" advance of the time desired. An employee will be entitled to receive an. 
additional day of vacation for a holiday which occurs within his or her 
scheduled vacation period, if such holiday is observed by the Company. 
An employee may not, on his or her own volition, waive vacation and 
receive extra pay for work during that period. When vacations are waived 
due to the requiremehtsTof the- Company, the employees affected shall be 
paid their vacation pay in addition to pay at regular rates for wofk -done 
during the vacatiofTperiod, or with the approval of local Management, he 
or she may elect to reschedule his or her vacation if sufficient time 
remains in the calendar year. An employee whose employment is 
terminated for any reason including retirement, layoff, resignation, 
discharge, or entry into military service, shall receive vacation pay in lieu 
of any vacation to which he or she was entitled immediately prior to 
termination of employment. The survivors of a deceased employee shall 
receive vacation pay in lieu of any vacation such deceased employee 
would have been entitled to receive. Payment will be made in accordance 
with the laws of the.state in which the deceased employee resided. 
(c) Employees will have the option to postpone up to one (1) week of their 
vacation into the next calendar year. The postponed week, like other 
vacation, must be scheduled in accordance with paragraph (b) above. 
2. The rate of pay for vacation pay shall be based on the employee's current 
classified salary/rate. 
3. An employee who has started his or her vacation and enters the hospital 
unexpectedly due to a sickness or accident can reschedule the unused portion of his or her 
vacation providing the sickness or accident meets the requirements of the Disability 
Benefit Plan. The vacation days which can be rescheduled shall only be equal to the 
actual days spent in the hospital to the limit of the employee's vacation schedule and 
eligibility. Such illnesses or accidents while on vacation requiring hospitalization must 
be immediately reported to the employee's supervisor in accordance with the terms of the 
Disability Benefit Plan. Vacation time to be rescheduled in accordance with the above 
must be taken within the current calendar year, and must be scheduled as operating 
conditions permit. 
Article 5 - Absences Due to Civic Service 
1. Regular employees temporarily engaged in Jury Duty or Witness Duty, or 
Election Board Service, shall receive their regular earnings in addition to the 
compensation received from the public treasury. It is understood, however, that absences 
for Election Board Service shall be taken with prior approval of the local supervisor. The 
employee shall immediately notify the local supervisor when he or she has been 
summoned for Jury Duty or Witness Duty. No expenses shall be paid for absences under 
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this Article. Also, no time will be paid in the case of a proceeding initiated by the 
employee or in the case of the employee's divorce proceeding. 
2. Regular employees who are members of a reserve component of the Armed 
Forces or members of the National Guard shall receive their regular earnings in addition 
to their military pay for the first fifteen calendar days of compulsory annual training. 
3. Regular employees who are members-of a reserve component of the Armed 
Forces or members of the National Guard shall receive their regular earnings in addition 
to their military pay for the first fifteen calendar days when called to duty during a civil 
disorder or natural disaster, which will only be paid on an annual basis. 
4. Regular earnings are based on the employee's regular rate of pay and normal 
work schedule in effect prior to the absence. 
5. Shift employees temporarily engaged in Jury Duty will be assigned to the first 
shift or other day work, provided the employee notifies his/her supervisor of the Jury 
Duty prior to the end of the previous workweek. ~ 
Article 6 - Expenses 
A. Per Diem for Expenses and Meals 
1. The Company will pay a per diem for meals and miscellaneous expenses for 
employees assigned to temporary duty which requires them to be away from home 
overnight. The per diem rate will be thirty-five dollars ($35.00) per day, or if applicable, 
six dollars ($6.00) for the .morning meal, eight dollars ($8.00) for the noon meal and 
sixteen dollars ($16.00) for the evening meal, with five dollars ($5.00) allowed for 
miscellaneous expenses. Payment will not be made for any meal for an employee living 
at home. Also, payment will not be made for a morning or a noon time meal for an 
employee who stayed at home the previous night even though temporarily assigned to 
another location. In addition, the Company will pay reasonable expenses for lodging of 
employees assigned temporary duty which requires them to be away from home -
overnight. 
2. The per diem will not be paid for any meal provided by the Company. 
B. Meal Allowance 
1. If an employee is required to work two (2) hours past his/her normal work 
schedule (i.e., eight, ten, or twelve hour, etc.) he or she shall be entitled to a meal 
allowance of nine dollars ($9.00) and an additional meal allowance of nine dollars 
($9.00) for each four-hour period thereafter. For any overtime scheduled on rest days, an 
employee must work two (2) hours past his/her normal work schedule (i.e., eight, ten, or 
twelve hour, etc.) to be entitled to a meal allowance. 
2. Employees called out or assigned unscheduled overtime shall be eligible to 
receive a nine-dollar ($9.00) meal allowance provided they perform two hours of work 
during the callout or unscheduled overtime. Employees will also be entitled to an 
additional meal allowance of nine dollars ($9.00) for each four-hour period thereafter. 
C. Mileage 
1. Employees authorized by their supervisors to drive personal vehicles (cars or 
trucks) on Company business will be reimbursed as follows: 
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(a) Employees filling regular assignments, such as Well Tenders, shall be paid a 
fixed monthly allowance based on the mileage driven during an average 
month after deducting the distance to and from the job. This allowance shall 
be adjusted to the nearest half-dollar and shall be subject to revision yyhen 
necessary. These employees are to be reimbursed in the following manner 
when absent from" work for any reason-except vacation. When they are absent 
for five (5) working days, their monthly allowance will be reduced by one-
~_T"" eighth"(1/8); if absent for ten (10) working days, their allowance will be 
reduced by one-fourth (1/4); if absent fifteen (15) working days, the reduction 
will be three-eighths (3/8); if absent twenty (20) working days or more, there 
will be no monthly allowance paid. Employees temporarily assigned to fill 
these jobs will be paid the~actual mileage driven as approved and shall be 
eligible for the four-dollar ($4.00) daily minimum described in Paragraph 3 
below. 
(b) Other employees, regardless of classification, will be reimbursed at the 
standard mileage rate set by the Internal Revenue Service, except as defined in 
Section XII, Article 1, Hours of.Work and Overtime. 
2. Employees who are being reimbursed for the use of a personal vehicle for 
Company business may be required to use their vehicle to transport tools and passengers 
in the performance of their job as needed. When two or more eligible employees ride in 
one car, only one mileage claim will be paid.- -
3. When employees are required to use their personal vehicles for Company 
business or are permanently filling jobs which require the use of their personal vehicle, 
and when the mileage payment resulting from such use totals less than four dollars 
($4.00) that day, the Company agrees to pay the employee four dollars ($4.00) for the use 
of his or her vehicle that day. 
D. Moving Expenses 
1. Regular employees who are transferred permanently to a new headquarters as 
a result of the provisions of Section XV, Article 1, Employee Selection resulting in an 
increased commuting distance of more than 50 miles (one way) will be eligible to receive 
expenses under this article, provided the reporting date for the new position is at least 
twenty-four (24) months from the last time the employee reported to a new job under the 
provisions of Section XV, Article 1, and received moving expenses as a result of moving 
to that new job, 
2. A temporary living allowance of five thousand dollars ($5,000) will be paid to 
employees to cover all temporary living expenses and house hunting expenses. 
Employees moving a current residential mobile home will receive a lump sum payment 
of two thousand dollars ($2,000). Employees will have movement of household goods 
paid to a moving service or if the employee elects to move himself or herself, receive 
reimbursement for those expenses. These expenses include: transportation, reasonable 
insurance, packing and cartons. Employees will receive reimbursement for actual en-
route (final move) expenses, which include mileage, lodging, and meals. 
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3. An employee transferred permanently and living away from home will be 
allowed one (1) round trip every two weeks on Companytime for the first 45 calendar 
days after the effective date of transfer. 
4. Mileage will be paid only for travel to and from home as provided for in 
Paragraph 3 of thisarticle. None will be paid for commuting at the new location. 
5. No expenses will be-paid under this article for any employee living at home, 
except that an employee commuting to a new work location that results in an increased 
commuting distance of more than fifty (50) miles (one way) may receive mileage for the 
first 45 calendar days in lieu of the five thousand dollars ($5,000) temporary living 
allowance. 
E. Clothing Allowance 
1. The Company will provide uniforms consisting of an initial issue of four (4) 
pairs of pants, four (4) long sleeve shirts, four (4) short sleeve shirts, and one (1) jacket 
with removable liner to all employees in the Town Plant Representative, Gas Service 
Specialist, Meter Reader, and Collector classifications. These employees will be required 
to wear their-uniforms when on the job. The Company will replace items on an as needed 
basis up to two (2) pairs of pants, two (2). long sleeve shirts and two (2) short sleeve shirts 
per year. The jacket will be replaced on an as needed basis. 
2. Personal Protective Equipment: . 
(a) The applicable Standard Operating Procedures issued by Dominion 
Transmission and Dominion Hope identify those work situations that 
require the proper use of personal protective equipment by 
employees. 
(b) The Company will initially provide and will replace, as it deems 
necessary', the following personal protective equipment at no cost to 
the employee: 
__ (i) Hard hats; 
(ii) Face shields, non-prescription safety glasses and goggles; 
(iii) Ear plugs/muffs; 
(iv) Specialty gloves; and - -
(v) Other special safety equipment such as welding hoods, 
respirators, etc., in order to comply with good safety 
practices. 
(c) Employees will provide appropriate safety toe. work shoes. 
_ Employees who wear glasses may provide approved safety 
prescription glasses in lieu of Company supplied non-prescription 
safety glasses. 
(d) If safety toe work shoes are required for a regular employee's 
classified job, the Company will pay him/her a forty-five dollar 
($45.00) stipend by April 15 of each calendar year to help defray the 
cost. 
3. Dominion Transmission and Dominion Hope will provide at no cost to union 
eligible employees fire resistive clothing to be worn by union eligible employees as 
required by the applicable Dominion Transmission and Dominion Hope SOP 360 - 19 
Personal Protective Equipment. See Appendix No. 15. 
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Article 7 - Time Off for Personal Business 
1. Physical and clerical employees will be allowed time off for personal business 
with proper and timely approvals. Personal Days will be used for personal business prior 
to-allowing additional time off under this article, except as provided in Paragraph 3 
below. 
2. Payment for such time will only be made in cases where a valid emergency " 
exists. In evaluating emergency cases, supervisors will weigh the extent to which the 
situation causing the emergency was beyond the employee's control. " ~ 
3. Supervisors may, at their discretion, grant up to eight (8) hours time off to 
attend a funeral. Payment for such time will only be made in cases where the supervisor 
feels such payment is justified, unless the employee elects to take a" Personal Day or 
vacation. 
Article 8 - Death in the Family 
1 -.- In the event of death in the immediate family, an employee shall be allowed 
three (3) work days with pay at the straight time rate. 
2. "Immediate Family" shall include husband, wife, children, step children, 
parents, step parents, brothers, step brothers, sisters, step sisters, legal guardian, mother-
in-law, father-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, 
grandchildren and grandparents of the employee, and grandparents of the employee's 
spouse. 
3. If travel time is necessary, employee may be granted additional time by. 
immediate supervisor for travel. Such time will be on employee's time and expense. 
4. If a death occurs in the immediate family while the employee is on vacation, 
the employee will be allowed to reschedule the amount of vacation used in compliance 
with Paragraphs 1 and 3 above. 
Article 9 - Time off for Union Business 
1. Reasonable time off for Union business will be allowed. The Union will give 
the Company as much advance notification as possible when this time off is required. 
Such time off will be at Union expense, except as provided in Paragraphs 2 and 3 below. 
2. The Company agrees to pay up to one-hundred eighty (180) days of time for 
use by Union Officers, Directors, or Representatives to improve communications and to 
promote understanding of the labor contract, etc. The one-hundred eighty (180) man-day 
period is the complete total and this agreement is not intended to allow each Officer, 
Director, or Representative a total of one-hundred eighty (180) man-days each. Pay for 
such time shall be at base rates and any replacement upgrades resulting from this time off 
shall not count toward the establishment of a full-time job. 
3. In addition to the foregoing, the Company shall observe a "no-docking" 
provision for the Union President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, who shall be 
permitted to attend to the usual business, as in the past, of labor management activities 
related to grievances and potential grievances, negotiations of the Contract, amendments, 
modifications, deletions and additions thereto, interpretation of the Contract and its 
separate provisions, provided that the prior practice of payment by the Company to such 
Officers for hours that are not worked is discarded, and the Company will hereafter pay 
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the Union Officers for the actual time that they work in their regular jobs and in those 
labor management activities described hereinabove. 
The Union Officers shall be paid their regular straight time base rate and not be 
docked for such time while engaged in—labor management activities. Such labor 
management "activities shall be performed by the Union Officers as employees of the 
Company who are entitled to receive all of the same benefits and privileges of their 
regular job, provided that the time spent in such labor management activities shall not be 
counted for the purpose of premium or overtime pay. Their hourly pay for such labor 
management activities shall not exceed 8 hours per day, 40 hours per week, or 1,500 
hours per year for each Officer, provided that such time may be extended for just cause, 
the^request for which will not unreasonably be denied. The 1,500 hour maximum shall 
• include activities credited under Section XII, Article 9, Paragraph 2. 
The balance of the regular work year shallbe spent on the regular job as an 
employee, including training,- safety meetings, time off for personal business and 
emergencies, vacation, holidays, and sick days as provided for under the collective 
bargaining agreement, other activities as directed by the Company, all of which shall be 
as employees of the Company. Union activities, whenever performed, will not jeopardize 
any Officer's status as an employee of the Company. 
The Union Officers will be required to provide to the Company on a monthly 
basis reasonable documentation and, upon request, verification of hours spent on Union 
business, labor management activities and regular job functions. 
The limitation of 1,500 hours-per year for each Officer is an experimental 
number and may be adjusted by the parties by notice of one to the other at any time for an 
adjustment to this agreement, and if an agreement cannot be reached, it may be the 
subject of arbitration. 
Article 10 - Safe Working Conditions 
1. The Company will make regulations and provisions to provide for the safety 
and health of its employees during their working hours. Each employee will be 
responsible for adhering to such regulations and provisions. The Company and the Union 
will cooperate-in seeing that employees comply with such regulations and provisions. 
Employees in all work locations are encouraged to present questions with regard to 
safety, safety equipment, the elimination of job hazards, etc., to their supervisors. The 
Safety Meetings held regularly for physical employees in all major work locations, and at 
least biannually for clerical employees, provide an opportunity to raise such questions. 
Additionally, annually a safety consultation will be held between representatives of 
Management and the Representative Council of the Union. Representatives from the 
Safety Section will also be present at this meeting. The purpose of this meeting is to 
provide an opportunity for employees and Management to discuss matters of safety and 
accident prevention in order to reduce both the number and the severity of industrial and 
automotive accidents. 
2. All contracts for construction work to be performed by persons outside the 
physical and clerical units will specify that the contractor will comply with all 
relevant Federal and State safety regulations. 
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SECTION XIII - ASSIGNMENT OF WORK 
1., The Company and the Union.agreein principle that bargaining unit work will 
be performed only by bargaining unit employees. However, it is also recognized and 
agreed by the parties that there is a significant difference in the way non-bargaining unit 
Company employees assist in the accomplishment of bargaining unit work. Therefore: 
- • - (a) With regard to the duties assigned to physical unit employees, non-union 
eligible employees will not perform such duties except in the case of an 
emergency. Under no circumstances will the provisions of this clause 
preclude a salaried employee's right to assign work or carry out any of his 
or her assigned duties or responsibilities, provided these duties are not the 
same as the duties of any physical employee. 
(b) With regard to the duties assigned to clerical unit employees, non-union 
eligible employees, including Supervisors, will not perform such duties 
except to meet temporary work load requirements. It is not Management's 
intent that this necessary practice results in the layoff of clerical workers. 
, Under no circumstances will the provisions of this Section alter a non-
union eligible employee's right to assign work or to carry out any of his or 
her assigned duties or responsibilities. 
SECTION XIV - CONTRACTING OF WORK 
The Union recognizes that the Company has the right to contract for work to be 
performed by'persons not in the physical and clerical Bargaining Units. However, the 
Company will not contract work which directly results in any regular employee being 
laid-off, demoted, or forced to work less than a normal work week without that employee 
having been offered a-regular job in accordance with Section XV, Article 3, Reduction in 
the Work Force. 
SECTION XV - CHANGES IN THE WORK FORCE 
Article 1 - Employee Selection 
1. The matter of promotions, demotions, transfers, and layoffs is recognized as a 
function of Management except as provided hereafter. It is necessary to fill job vacancies 
with employees who are qualified for promotion. 
2. Seniority shall be the basis of selecting employees if the employees are 
available who are properly qualified for promotion. Unless specified otherwise in this 
Agreement, employees with satisfactory past performance who have demonstrated their 
ability and fitness to satisfactorily perform the duties of the job to be filled by passing one 
or more tests, or who, in the absence of a test, demonstrate their ability and fitness by 
meeting the criteria identified in paragraphs 1, 2, or 3 of Appendix No. 9 will be 
considered qualified for selection.(l) Management will prepare tests for jobs and the 
Union will be given the opportunity to review testing material. Testing may include 
hands on demonstration of skills and knowledge, oral explanations of job duties, and/or 
written tests. 
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3. When an opening exists the Company will notify the Union Secretary and post 
the job Company-wide within thirty (30) calendar days. Eligible employees may bid by 
submitting within fifteen (15) calendar days of posting their written application on the 
agreed upon form to the appropriate Company designated representative identified on the 
job posting. Within-seven (7) calendar days following the close of the bidding period or 
upon completion of the Selection Testing, Management will evaluate bids. First priority 
wiJJJbe-given to senior qualified and eligible employees from within the Bidding Unit. If... 
no selection from within the Bidding Unit is made, second priority will be given to senior 
qualified and eligible employees within the Bidding Division/Department. If a selection 
is not made from within the Bidding Division/Department, third priority will be given to 
senior qualified and eligible employees from other Bidding Divisions and Departments. 
4. If a selection is not made Company-wide, the senior bidder will be given forty-
five (45) calendar days to qualify for the opening (unless specified differently within this 
Agreement). Preference willbe'given to employees who bid from within the Bidding 
Unit. If at the end of forty-five (45) days the employee is qualified (s)he will be selected. 
Only one employee will be allowed the forty-five (45) day period to become qualified 
under this paragraph. 
5. After the Union has been notified of an employee selection, the selection shall 
be considered to be final. However, for a period often (10) calendar days, any eligible 
employee who properly bid for the opening shall have the right to initiate a grievance 
under the established grievance procedure. The informal hearing for any such 
grievance shall not be heard until the expiration of the ten (10) day period during which 
- grievances may be initiated. If no informal grievance is initiated, the selection shall be 
considered final upon the expiration of the ten (10) day period. If a selection is not 
grieved, the employee selected will be paid the rate of the new job and will receive 
credited service in classification beginning with the expiration of the ten (10) day 
grievance period. If business necessitates that the newly selected employee "remain in 
his/her old job temporarily, neither expenses nor mileage will be paid as they would for 
other temporary assignments. However, if the opening the employee was selected for is a 
lower rated job the employee will be paid no less than the rate of the job (s)he is 
performing. 
6. If no bids are received or if selection is not made in accordance with 
Paragraphs 2, 3, or 4 of this article Management may recruit outside the Company, to fill 
the position. However, before filling a position with an applicant from outside the 
Company who requires training for the position, a training opportunity will be posted in 
the Bidding Unit where the opening exists. Employees within the Bidding Unit may bid 
on the training opportunity by submitting within ten (10) calendar days of posting their 
written application to the appropriate Company designated representative as described in -
paragraph 3 of this Article. If at the end of the training period (s)he is qualified, (s)he 
will be awarded the job. However, if a position remains unfilled after one employee is 
offered training for a position in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph, 
Management may recruit outside the Company to fill the position. 
7. The Company may place special requirement notices on job postings. Such 
special notices must be valid requirements directly related to the job. 
8. Employees may bid on any job for which they are qualified at any pay code 
(up, down, or lateral). Employees may not bid on jobs in their own pay code within their 
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responsibility center. In order to be eligible for selection, employees on inactive rolls due 
to long-term illness, leave of absence, or disciplinary suspension must be available to 
perform the job by the expiration of the ten (10) day grievance period. 
9. When an employee accepts a transfer in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 2 or Article 3 of this Section, the employee will not only have bidding rights in 
the bidding unit to which (s)he is transferred.but also will retain bidding rights at his/her 
original Bidding Unit for the length of this' Agreement unless the employee bids out of 
the Bidding Unit to which the employee was transferred. 
FOOTNOTE: 
(1) See Appendix No. 9 - Employee Selection Physical. 
Article 2 - Involuntary Transfers 
1. A transfer of all the employees in a particular job classification from one 
payroll location to another will not necessitate following the provisions of paragraph 2 of 
this article unless the new reporting location is more than twenty-five (25) miles from the 
old-reporting location. A change in a Cost Center number for accounting purposes does 
not constitute a change in an employee's payroll/reporting location. The Company will 
"agree to pay for a meeting between employee(s) and the Union including mutually agreed 
to travel time for the purpose of discussing employee options under this Article. 
Management will be present at all involuntary transfer meetings. 
2. When Management has determined that one or more employees in a particular 
job classification and the work they perform will be permanently transferred from one 
payroll location to another, the senior employee in the job classification will be given an 
opportunity to volunteer to be transferred. If there are no volunteers or not enough -
volunteers, the junior employee will be selected. If no employee desires to transfer to the 
new location then the reduction will be handled in accordance with Section XV, Changes 
in the Work Force, Article 3, Reduction in the Work Force. 
3. When the work and employees from more than one payroll location are being 
merged or combined, the employees (within the particular classification) from all 
impacted operating locations will be pooled for the purpose of administering paragraph 2 
of this Article. 
4. When an employee accepts a transfer in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 2 or Article 3 of this Section, the employee will not only have bidding rights in 
the bidding unit to which (s)he is transferred but also will retain bidding rights at his/her 
original Bidding Unit for the length of this Agreement unless the employee bids out of 
the Bidding Unit to which the employee was transferred. 
5. The provisions of this article in no way limit Management's right to make 
temporary assignments as provided for in Article 4 of this Section, or to reassign clerical 
employees in the General Office (at either Dominion Transmission, Inc. or Dominion 
Hope). 
Article 3 - Reduction in the Work Force 
1. Management has the right and responsibility to reduce payroll costs by 
eliminating jobs that are no longer necessary. When Management plans to eliminate a 
job after a vacancy has occurred, they will notify the Union within thirty (30) days or the 
job will be posted in accordance with Section XV, Article 1, Employee Selection. 
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2. When-the Company has determined that a certain number of jobs will be 
eliminated in a specific job classification and at a specific payroll location, the senior 
employee(s) in that job classification at that location will be given an opportunity to 
volunteer to be" declared surplus. If there are not enough volunteers, the junior 
employee(s) in the designated location and job classification will be declared surplus. - -
3. When the work of employees from more than one payroll.location is being 
merged, the employees (within the particular classification) from all impacted payroll " 
locations will be pooled for the purpose of administering paragraph 2 of this Article. 
4. Employees declared surplus under the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this 
article will have the option to bump union employees as outlined under the provisions of-
Section XIX, Modified Bumping, 
5. Surplus employees will be.offered a transfer to other regular jobs for which 
they are qualified, if such-positions are available. If more than one employee is surplus, 
senior qualified employees will be given first choice. If they accept such job offers, the 
employees will be grandfathered in rate. That is, his/her rate of pay will not be reduced 
unless the employee bids down or-is demoted for disciplinary reasons. The employee 
will be eligible to receive negotiated increases in pay. Employees considering transfers 
to jobs which require moving their household under this paragraph, shall be given up to 
two (2) paid days, if necessary to visit the new location before accepting or rejecting the 
transfer offer. 
6. In assessing a surplus employee's qualifications for selecting a job: 
(a) Except as provided for in (b)-(d)_ below to accept a job an 
employee must be qualified to be selected under the provisions of 
Section XV, Article 1. Appendix No. 5, Appendix No. 6, Appendix 
"No. 9. 
• - (b) Any physical employee.will be considered qualified to accept any 
physical job vacancy Grade 3 or lower (including all levels in the 
Field/Distribution Worker and Compressor Station Operator Rate 
Schedule) except for progression jobs. 
(c) Any clerical employee will be considered qualified to accept any 
clerical job vacancy Grade 3 or lower (including all levels in 
clerical pay schedule jobs) except for progression jobs. Employees 
must also have passed the Clerical Aptitude Test and applicable 
skills tests. 
(d) Any employee will be considered qualified to accept any job which— 
(s)he previously held. 
7. If a surplus employee has to leave his or her location due to a reduction in the 
work force and his or her previous job becomes reinstated within twelve (12) months, 
that employee has first rights to the job. In addition, that employee will be eligible for 
moving expenses as outlined in Section XII, Article 6, Expenses, D. Moving Expenses, of 
the current labor Agreement. 
8. If surplus employees refuse to accept such offers or if regular jobs for which 
they are qualified are not available they will be terminated and will be given call back 
rights within their former bidding Department/Division and severance pay. Severance 
pay will be equal to two (2) weeks at their current rate of pay for each year of credited 
service up to a maximum of twenty-six (26) weeks of pay. Any terminated surplus 
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employee will be eligible for a minimum of twelve (12) weeks severance pay. Call back 
rights for regular jobs will be in effect for the term of this Agreement. 
9. Surplus employees who are qualified may elect to bump into currently filled 
casual positions "within their bidding Department/Division. If they bump, their rate of 
pay will be adjusted to the appropriate casual rate and their benefits will be adjusted to 
reflect their casual status. Any regular employee who bumps into a casual.position will 
not be eligible for moving expenses. If regular employees bump casual employees and " 
are subsequently laid off from their casual position they will have casual call back rights 
for twelve (12) months from the date they were laid off from their casual positions as 
described in Section XV. Article 6, paragraph 2. 
10. No job will be offered to terminated former employees eligible for call-back 
until the job has been offered to current employees or surplus employees (if any) under 
the provisions of: - i. Section XV Changes in the Work Force 
Article 1 Employee Selection. 
ii. Section XV Changes in the Work Force 
" ArticleXReduction in the Work Force, Paragraph 5 
11. When a position is available to be offered to former regular employees who 
were terminated in accordance with Paragraph 8 of this Article, they will be notified by 
mail at the address they last supplied to Human Resources with a copy to the Secretary of 
the Union. They will have seven days to respond in writing to the designated Company 
official. Jobs will be awarded to the qualified senior employees. The criteria specified in 
Article 1, paragraph 2 of this Section will be used in assessing employees' qualifications. 
12. Senior qualified former employees who were terminated in a Reduction in the 
Work Force will be given preferential treatment in hiring for casual positions for twelve 
(12) months within their former bidding Division/Department. 
13. For the provisions of this Article. Dominion Transmission, Inc.'s General 
Office is considered to be a single location. Similarly General Office employees at 
Dominion Hope will be grouped together, not separated by payroll locations, for the 
provisions of this Article. 
Article 4 - Moving Expenses for Surplused Employees 
1. Regular employees who are transferred permanently to a new headquarters as 
a result of the provisions of Section XV, Article 2, Involuntary Transfers and Article 3, 
Reduction in the Work Force resulting in an increased commuting distance of more than 
twenty-five (25) miles (one way) will have their moving-related expenses paid as— 
outlined below, except employees moving under the provisions of Section XIX, Modified 
Bumping. Employees moving because of bumping another employee will only be 
eligible for a fifteen hundred dollar (Si,500) lump sum to cover movement of household 
goods and en-route expenses. 
(a) A one-time lump sum of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) for house 
hunting expenses. 
(b) "Temporary living expenses - Five thousand dollars ($5,000) will be paid to 
employees to cover all temporary living expenses and incidental moving 
expenses not outlined below. 
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(c) Movement of household goods where an employee may elect to use a 
Company-paid moving service or receive reimbursement for expenses 
incurred while moving himself or herself. 
(d) En-route expenses incurred during the final trip to the new residence. 
(e) A lump sum payment of two thousand dollars ($2,000) to move a current 
residential mobile home. 
2. Once the employee has started,reporting to his/her new location, he/she will 
receive five hundred dollars ($500) per month, up to twelve (12) months, provided he/she 
continues to report to that new location. 
3. If the employee remains on the job through the end of the calendar year and 
has incurred moving expenses during that year, the Company will pay a fifty percent 
(50%) gross-up of the employee's taxable moving expenses paid under Paragraph 1 of 
this article. 
4. An employee transferred permanently and living away from home will be 
allowed one (1) round trip every two (2) weeks on Company time for the first forty-five 
(45) calendar days after the effective date of the transfer. Mileage will be paid only for 
travel to and from home for the round trip. None will be paid for commuting at the new 
location. 
5. No expenses will be paid under this article for any employee living at home, 
except that an employee commuting to a new work .location resulting in an increased 
commuting distance of more than twenty-five (25) miles (one way) may receive mileage 
for the first forty-five (45) calendar days in lieu of the five thousand dollars ($5,000) paid 
to cover the temporary living expenses. — ~" 
Article 5 - Temporary Assignment 
1. Temporary assignments do riot fall within .the notification and posting 
provisions of the Employee Selection Article of this Agreement. Employees may request 
to be excused from temporary assignments for personal reasons. Management will 
evaluate such requests. This is not to be interpreted as allowing employees to refuse 
temporary assignments, particularly those which may involve undesirable working 
conditions. Also, when a temporary assignment outside an employee's payroll location 
requires staying away from home overnight, a senior employee may request to be 
excused from the assignment. Management will accommodate the request, provided 
there is a qualified junior employee in the payroll location available for assignment. 
2. Regular employees assigned to a temporary work location and living away 
from home will be allowed one round trip per week on Company time except where the 
assignment is for training purposes in which case the employee will be allowed one round 
trip home on Company time every two weeks. If a serious personal emergency arises and 
an employee desires to return home during a training period. Management will normally 
permit such a trip if justified by the severity of the employee's situation. 
Article 6 - Casual Employees/Temporaries 
A. Casual Employees 
1. Casual employees who are filling regular jobs and who satisfactorily meet the 
Company's employment requirements shall be made regular after twelve (12) months of 
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continuous employment. Also, the Company agrees that they shall not be terminated for 
the sole purpose of breaking their continuous employment. 
2. Casual employees hiied for specific periods of work, such as for summer 
employment, to meet temporary work load requirements, or to temporarily, replace 
regular employees, are not eligible for consideration under Paragraph 1 above. However,^ 
such casual employees will be given recall preference at the payroll location from which 
they were laid off as follows: 
"ST (a) To be eligible for recall the casual employee must have been recommended for 
rehire at the time he/she was laid off. 
(b) Recall preference rights will be valid only for twelve (12) months. 
(c) The layoff/recall cycle within a payroll location will be as follows: 
(i) A senior qualified former regular employee who bumped a casual or 
was terminated under the provisions of Article 3 of this Section will be 
given preferential treatment for twelve (12) months within his-or her 
former bidding Division/ Department. 
(ii) Except as provided for in paragraph (i) above: 
* Casual employees will be laid off on a first in, last out basis. 
* Former casual employees with recall preference rights will be 
recalled on a last out, first in basis. 
3. Casual employees hired or rehired after January 1, 1996, will be paid the 
appropriate casual rate in Section XX-B and Section XXI-B. 
B. Temporaries 
1. Prior to hiring a temporary to perform Union eligible work, the Company will 
notify the Union of the work to be performed and the anticipated duration of the 
assignment. 
Article 7-Letter of Interest 
An employee may express interest in any job vacancy by submitting a letter of^  
interest to his or her immediate Supervisor with a copy to the Manager, Labor Relations 
and the Union Secretary setting forth the reason(s) for such request. However, 
Management has no obligation to consider such requests. 
Article 8 - Upgrade 
1. When a clerical employee is assigned by his or her supervisor to perform the 
duties of a higher rated clerical job, he or she shall be paid ten percent (10%) above his or 
her base rate if the assignment is for a continuous two (2) hour period. Supervisors will 
not reassign an employee on such an assignment for the sole purpose of avoiding the 
payment of this premium. Senior, qualified, and available employees in the payroll 
location will be given first consideration in making such assignments. 
2. Physical employees temporarily assigned to a job in a higher pay grade shall 
receive the higher rate for each hour worked. Senior, qualified, and available employees 
in the payroll location will be given first consideration in making such assignments. 
3. If one or more employee(s) is upgraded to a specific job in a specific payroll 
location for over 1040 hours in a calendar year, the hours that could have been worked by 
one employee, excluding any overtime, will be added. If the resulting total is over 1040 
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and if Management determines that the work is permanent and recurring, a new job exists 
and will be filled in accordance with the provisions of this-Section. 
4. Upgrade will be paid to any regular employee for temporary assignment to 
Well Tender or Compressor Station Operator-Start if an employee is assigned to work 
either of the above for a period of twenty (20) consecutive calendar days or more. If an 
employee has vacation during a temporary assignment which" was scheduled prior to the 
beginning of the assignment, the days assigned immediately preceding and following the 
vacation time will be counted as consecutive. A break in the assignment for any other 
reason will not be bridged. 
5. Upgrade will be paid to any regular employee for temporary assignment to 
Meter Reader, if the assignment is for a period of one (1J regular work day or more. 
6. When Management determines that a reserve is needed for a physical 
progression position, a training opportunity will be posted and the senior employee from 
the payroll location who expresses interest will normally be given an opportunity to 
attend orientation and testing. However, in some instances Management may determine 
it is more efficient to select a reserve from a group of payroll locations or from the entire 
Bidding Unit.-
Article 9 - New Regular Employees 
Newly hired regular employees will be on probation for the first twelve (12) 
months following employment during which time they may be terminated by the 
Company without recourse to the grievance procedure of the Agreement. • - - -
SECTION XVI - BENEFITS 
The Dominion Transmission and Hope Gas Union Savings Plan, the Dominion 
Transmission and Hope Gas Union Pension Plan and the Dominion Transmission & 
Hope Gas Union Welfare Benefit Plan, which includes Medical Insurance, Dental 
„ Insurance, Vision Care, Employee Group Life Insurance, Dependent Life Insurance, 
Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance, Survivor Benefit Insurance, Long Term 
Disability Insurance, and Health and Dependent Care Spending Accounts, shall be 
governed solely by the provisions of such plans. No changes affecting benefits or 
increasing employee contributions as provided on the date of this Agreement may be 
made in such plans unless by agreement between the Union and the Company. The 
Company reserves the right to replace the carrier or service provider with another carrier 
or service provider upon sixty (60) days prior notice to the Service Employees 
International Union, Local No. 69-11, AFL-CIO, in conjunction with any of the above 
named Benefit Plans, 
SECTION XVII - EFFECT OF INVALIDITY 
1. Any provision of this Agreement which shall be in violation of applicable 
public laws or regulations shall be deemed void, but shall have no effect on the remaining 
portions of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect. 
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SECTION XVIII - TERMINATION 
This Agreement shall be in effect until 11:59 a.m., April 1. 2005: and for 
renewal periods of one year thereafter, unless canceled by either party by giving notice in 
writing at least sixty (60) days prior to April 1, 2005, or sixty (60) days prior to the 
expiration of any subsequent one-year period. This Agreement may be amended or 
canceled at any time~by mutual written agreement. 
SECTION XIX - MODIFIED BUMPINGd) 
1. When the Company has determined that a certain number of jobs will be 
eliminated in a specific job classification and at a specific payroll location, employees 
will be declared surplus in accordance with Section XV, Article 3, Paragraph2. 
2. A surplus employee will have his/her future employment status handled in 
accordance with Paragraphs 3 through 13 of Section XV, Article 3, unless he/she is 
eligible and elects the Modified Bumping provisions of Paragraph 3 below. To be 
eligible to elect Modified Bumping, he/she must have been involuntarily declared 
surplus. 
3. An employee involuntarily declared surplus may elect to participate in the 
following Modified Bumping procedure; 
a. A list of surplus employees from the specific payroll location who elect to 
bump'will be prepared. 
* b, A list of least senior employees from the same payroll location will be 
prepared. This list will contain the same number of names as the list 
prepared in Paragraph (a) above. In preparing this list, beginning with the 
least senior employee from the work location, a name will be excluded 
from this list for any of the following reasons: 
- (i) The employee holds a job that none of the surplus 
employees (Paragraph (a) above) is eligible to select 
(Paragraph (e) below.) 
(ii) The employee is senior to the surplus employee(s) 
(Paragraph (a) above) who are eligible to select (Paragraph 
(e) below) this employee's job. 
(iii) The employee is the second, third, fourth, etc., employee in 
a non-entry job classification and there are not enough 
surplus employees (Paragraph (a) above) eligible or senior 
enough to select (Paragraph (e) below) any more jobs in 
this employee's job classification than those held by 
employees already listed. 
c. The lists from Paragraph (a) and Paragraph (b) will be combined. If an 
employee's name is on both lists, his/her name will appear only once on 
the combined list. 
*d. A list of the jobs held by the least senior employees (Paragraph (b) above) 
will be prepared. If any of these least senior employees is a surplus 
employee (Paragraph (a) above), then he/she does not hold a job to be 
placed on this list. 
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e. Based on seniority and qualifications (with senior employees selecting 
first) the employees from the combined list (Paragraph (c) above) will be 
allowed to select jobs from the list prepared in Paragraph (d) above. All 
employees will be eligible to select entry level jobs. (See Section XV, 
Article 3, Paragraph 6 (b) and (c) for definition of entry level jobs.) To be 
eligible to select a position other than an entry level job, an employee must 
have previously held that job classification and must currently be qualified 
for it. Employees will~be given credit for any time previously worked in a 
job classification. 
f Employees who select jobs in the selection process described in Paragraph 
(e) will immediately "have their pay adjusted to the rate of the job-they 
selected and will have bidding rights based on the selected job. However, 
in no event will an employee have his/her rate of pay reduced by-more . 
than eight percent (8%) in any one bump.. .(Employees will NOT be red 
circled.) 
g. Employees who did not choose to select a job in the selection described in 
Paragraph (e) will have their future employment status handled in 
accordance with Paragraphs 3 through 13 of Section XV, Article 3, of this 
Agreement. 
h. If an employee was bumped, did not get an opportunity to select a job, and 
is senior-to employees who weTe excluded from the list in Paragraph (b) 
above (s)he may elect to initiate another bump as described above. If a 
senior employee who was bumped does initiate such a secondary bump, 
only the senior employee(s) who was bumped and the junior employee(s)-
who was excluded from the list in Paragraph (b) above will be involved. 
i. If an employee who was bumped, did not get an opportunity to select a job, 
and is senior to employees who were excluded from the list in Paragraph 
(b) does not elect to initiate a secondary bump as provided for in 
Paragraph (h) then his/her future employment status will be handled in 
accordance with Paragraphs 3 through 13 of Section XV, Article 3, of this 
Agreement. 
*NOTE: If there are available vacant positions at the payroll location in question, 
each available vacant position will be placed on the list referred to in 
Paragraph (d). Also, for each such available vacant position, the number 
of least senior employees on the list referred to in Paragraph (b) will be 
reduced by one (1). 
4. Employees who did not get an opportunity to select a job in the bumping 
described in Paragraph 3 above and who did not waive their right to initiate a secondary 
bump in Paragraph 3(h) may elect to initiate a bidding unit wide bump as follows: 
a. A list of surplus employees from the specific bidding unit who elect to 
bump will be prepared. 
*b. A list of least senior employees from the same bidding unit will be 
prepared. This list will contain the same number of "names as the list 
prepared in Paragraph (a) above. In preparing this list, beginning with the 
least senior employee from the bidding unit, a name will be excluded from 
this list for any of the following reasons: 
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(i) The employee holds a job that none of the surplus 
employees (Paragraph (a) above) is eligible to select 
' ~ ' " (Paragraph (e) below.) 
(ii) The employee-is senior to the surplus employee(s) 
~ (Paragraph (a) above) who are eligible to. select (Paragraph 
(e) below) this employee's job. 
(iii) The employee is the second, third, fourth, etc.. employee in 
a non-entry job classification and there are not enough 
~~" surplus employees (Paragraph (a) above) eligible or senior 
enough to select (Paragraph (e) below) any more jobs in 
this employee's job classification than those held by 
employees already listed. 
c. The lists from Paragraph (a) and Paragraph (b) will be combined. If an 
employee's name is on both lists, his/her name will appear only once on 
the combined list. 
*d. A list of the jobs held by the least senior employees (Paragraph (b) above) 
will be prepared. If any of these least senior employees is a surplus 
employee (Paragraph (a) above), then he/she does not hold a job to be 
placed on this list. 
e. Based on seniority and qualifications (with senior employees selecting 
first) the employees from the combined list (Paragraph (c) above) will be 
allowed to select jobs from the list prepared in Paragraph (d) above. All 
employees will be eligible to select entry level jobs. (See Section XV, 
Article 3, Paragraph 6 (b) and (c) for definition of entry level jobs.) To be 
eligible to select a position other than an entry level job, an employee must 
have previously held that job classification and must currently be 
qualified for it. Employees will be given credit for any time previously 
worked in a job classification. 
f. Employees who select jobs in the selection process described in Paragraph 
(e) will immediately have their pay adjusted to the rate of the job they 
selected and will have bidding rights based on the selected job. However, 
in no event will an employee have his/her rate of pay reduced by more 
than eight percent (8%) in any one bump. (Employees will NOT be red 
circled.) 
g. Employees who did not choose to select a job or did not get an opportunity 
to select a job in the selection described in Paragraph (e) will have their 
future employment status handled in accordance with Paragraphs 3 
through 13 of Section XV, Article 3, of the Agreement. However, if an 
employee was bumped, did not get an opportunity to select a job, and is 
senior to employees who were excluded from the list in Paragraph (b) 
above he/she may elect to initiate another bump as described above. If a 
senior employee who was bumped does initiate such a secondary bump, 
only the senior employee(s) who was bumped and the junior employee(s) 
who was excluded from the list in Paragraph (b) above will be involved. 
h. If ah employee who was bumped, did not get an opportunity to select a 
job, and is senior to employees who were excluded from the list in 
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Paragraph (b) does not elect to initiate a secondary bump as provided for 
in Paragraph (g) then his/her future employment status will be handled in 
" ' ' " ' " accordance with Paragraphs 3 through 13 of Section XV. Article 3, of this 
„._-„, Agreement. . . 
*NOTE: If there are available vacant positions in the bidding unit in question, each 
available vacant position will be placed on the list referred to in Paragraph (d). 
__-••- Also, for each such available vacant position, the number of-least senior 
employees on the list referred to in Paragraph (b) will be reduced by one (1). 
FOOTNOTE: 
" (1) Genera] Office employees at Dominion Transmission, Inc. will be grouped 
together, not separated by payroll locations, for all bumping provisions. Similarly 
General Office employees at DomiriibfrHope, will be grouped together, not separated by 
payroll locations, for all bumping provisions. 
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GRADE 
SECTION XX(A) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE April 1.2002 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. AND DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
- — ^ - . , EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1.1996 
PAY SCHEDULE BASED ON CREDITED SERVICE IN CLASSIFICATION 
120-DAY 
MINIMUM PROGRESSION 2-YEARS 4-YEARS 6-VEARS 
MAXIMUM 
S-VEARS 
001 " 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
- 007 
00S 
009 
010 
Oil 
- $1450 
1547. 
1740 
1887 
2022 
216) 
2301 
2401 
2572 
2675 
2762 
51527 
1634 
1826 
1980 
2124 
2272 
2417 
2525 
2703 
2805 
2903 
$1622 
!740 
1942 
2114 
2267 
241S 
• 2574 
2686 ~ 
2883 
2993 
3094 
$1721 
184E 
2066 
2239 
2401 
2569 
2738 
' 2855 J 
3058 
.3178 
3288 
$1926-
2060 
2305 
2505 
2683 
2876 
3055 
3189 
3420 
3547 
3671 
$2025 
2169 
2428 — -
2636 
2823 
3019 
3213 
3358 
3597 
3734 
3859 
38001 Stenographer-Clerk Level 1 - Grade 3 
38002 Stenographer-Clerk Level II - Grade 5 
3 70S I Accounting Clerk, Start - Grade 5 
37082 Accounting Clerk. Level 1 - Grade 7 
37083 Accounting Clerk, Level 1) • Grade 8 
37084 Accounting Clerk, Level III - Grade 9 
34347 Field Clerk, Start - Grade 5 
34348 Field Clerk, Level 1 - Grade 7 
34349_ Field Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
34350 Field Clerk, Level III - Grade 9 
SPECIAL CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULF.S 
39019 Key Punch Operator - Grade 3 
39081 Key Punch/Verifier Opr.. Grade 4 
39020 Verifier Operator - Grade 5 
SPECIAL PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
34342 City Plant Clerk. Start - Grade 5 
34343 City Plant Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
34344 City Plan! Clerk. Level !1 - Grade S 
34345 City Plant Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
34126 Gas Measurement Clerk, Start - Grade 5 
34163 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level I - Grade 7 
34l65"Gas Measurement Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
34195 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
38023 Word Processor. Start - Grade 3 
36024 Word Processor. Level 1 - Grade 5 
38025 Word Processor, Level II - Grade 6 
34489 Rent &. Royalties Clerk. Start • Grade 5 
34490 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level - Grade 1 
34491 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level II - Grade K 
34492 Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level ill - Grade 9 
36020 Customer Account Clerk, Start - Grade 3 
36021 Customer Account Clerk, Level I Grade 5 
36022 Customer Account Clerk, Level 17 - Grade 6 
36023 Customer Account Clerk, Level III - Grade 9 
39024 
38004 
39025 
36020 
39026 
38182 
39019 
38008 
39028 
38003 
38023 
39029 
39081 
37081 
34342 
36021 
39022 
34347 
34126 
34489 
39027 
35011 
GRADE 001 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRADE 003 
Customer Account Clerk-Stan 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 1 
Word Processor, Start 
GRADE 004 
Stock Room Clerk, Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005 
Accounting Clerk. Start 
City Plant Clerk, Start 
Customer Account Clerk. Level I 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk, Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Start 
Mail Clerk 
Marketing and Rates Clerk 
38002 
39044 
34183 
39020 
38024 
-
34113 
36022 
39030 
39031 
38025 
39090 
39095 
37082 
34343 
34125 
39023 
34245 
34348 
34163 
34490 
35012 
34122 
34171 
39064 
37080 
GRADE 005 (CONT'D! 
Stenographer-Clerk, Level II 
Telephone Svvilchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor. Level 1 
GRADE 006 
Gas & By-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk. Level II 
Printing Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor. Level II 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007 
Accounting Clerk, Level 1 
City Plant Clerk. Level 1 
Draftsperson 
Electronic Data Processor, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level J 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 1 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level J 
Marketing & Rates Clerk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesetting Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
37083 
34344 
34153 
34349 
34165 
34491 
39062 
38028 
36023 
37084 
34345 
34350 
34247 
34195 
34111 
34492 
34138 
34108 
34346 
34297 
34104 
34338 
34351 
34192 
GRADE 008 
Accountine Clerk, Level 11 
Citv Plant Clerk, Level 11 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level II 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 11 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level II 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor. Leader 
GRADE 009 
Customer Accoun! Clerk. Level III 
Accounting Clerk, Level III 
Cilv Plant Clerk. Level HI 
Field Clerk. Level III 
Gas & By-Products Tester. Sr, 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Rovallies Clerk. Level III 
Production Clerk 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 010 
Citv Plant Clerk, Leader 
Draftsperson. Division 
Draftsperson, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
GRADE 011 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
Both parties agree to use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
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SECTION XX(B) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1. 2002 . 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. AND DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1.1996 
PAY SCHEDULE BASED ON CREDITED SERVICE IN CLASSIFICATION 
GRADE START RATE 2-YEARS 4-YEARS 
B01 
B02 
B03 
B04 
BOS 
B06 
B07 
-B08 
B09 
BIO 
BII 
S1527 
1634 
1826 
1980 
2124 
2272 
2417 
2525 
2703 
2805 
2903 
SI 622 
1740 
1942 
2114 
2267 
2418 
2574 
2686 
2883 
2993 
3094 
$1721 -
1848 
2066 
2239 
2401 
2569 
2738 
2855 
3058 . 
3178 
- 3288 
B8M3 Stenographer-Clerk Level I - Grade 3 
B8002 StenDBrapher^Clerk Lever 1! - Grade 5 
B70SI Accounting Clerk, Stun - Orii? < 
B7082 Accounting Cleili. Level 1 - Grade 1 
B7083 Accounting Clerk. Level II - Grade 8 
B70B4 Accounting Clerk. Level III • Grade 9 
B4347 Field Clerk, Stan - Grade 5 
B4348 Field Clerk, Level I - Grade 7 
B4349 Field Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
B « 5 0 Field Clerk, Level HI - Grade 9 
SPECIAL C L R R i r A I . P A V SCHEDULES 
B9019 Key Punch Operator • Grade 3 
B90SI Key Punch/Verifier Opr - Grade 4 
B9020 Verifier Operator - Grade 5 
SPECIAL PROGRESSION' SCHEDULES 
B4342 City Plant Cierk. Siart - Grade 5 
B4343 Ciry Plant Cleric. Level I - Grade 7 
B4344 City Plant Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
B4345 City Plant Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
B4126 Gas Measurement Clerk: Start - Grade 5 
B4163 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
B4I65 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I I . Grade 8 
B4I95 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
B8023 Word Processor. Stan - Grade 3 
B8024 Word Processor. Level 1 - Grade 5 
B8025 Word Processor, Level 11 - Grade 6 
B4489 Rent &. Royalties Clerk. Stan - Grade 5 
B4490 Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level - Grade 7 
B449I Rent &. Royalties Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
B4492 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level II! - Grade 9 
B6020 .Customer Account Clerk, Start - Grade 3 
B6021 Customer Account Clerk, Level 1 • Grade 5 
B6022 Customer Account Clerk. Level II - Grade 6 
B6023 Customer Account Clerk. Level 111 - Grade 9 
B9024 
B8004 
GRADE 001 
Messenger 
B9025 
B6020 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRAPE 003 
B9026 
B8182 
B9019 
B8008 
B9028 
B8003 
B8023 
B9029 
B9081 
Customer Accounl Clerk-Slari 
B8002 
B9044 
B4I83-
B9020 
B8024 
Copying Machine Operator 
B4113 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 1 
Word Processor, Start 
GRADE 004 
B6022 
GRADE 005 (CONT'D. 
Stenographer-Clerk, Level II 
Telephone Switchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor, Level 1 
GRADE 006 
Gas & By-Products Tester 
GRADE 008 
B7083 I Accounting Clerk. Level II 
B4344 
B41S3 
B4349 
B4165 
B4491 
B9062 
B9030 
B9031 
B8025 
B9090 
B9095 
Stock Room Clerk. Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
B7081 
B4342 
B602I 
B9022 
B4347 
B4126 
B4489 
B9027 
B5011 
GRADE 005 
Accounting Clerk. Stan 
City.Plant Clerk. Start 
Customer Account Clerk. Level I 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Stan 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Start 
B7082 
B4343 
B4125 
B9023 
Customer Account Clerk, Level II 
Printing Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor. Level II 
B8028 
B6023 
Environmental Clerk 
B70S4 
City Plant Clerk, Level 11 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level II 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level II 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level II 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor, Leader 
GRADE 009 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 111 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007 
Accounting Clerk, Level I 
City Plant Clerk, Level 1 
Draftsperson 
B4245 
B4348 
B4I63 
B4490 
B50I2 
B4122 
B4171 
B9064 
Mail Clerk 
Marketing and Rates Clerk 
B7080 
Electronic Data Processor. Sr. 
B4345 
B43S0 
B4247 
B4I95 
B4III 
B4492 
B4138 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
B4108 
Accounting Clerk. Level III 
Citv Plant Clerk, Level HI 
Field Clerk, Level III 
Gas &. By-Products Tester, Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level III 
Production Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level 1 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level I 
Marketing & Rates Clerk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesettine Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
Both parties agree to use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
B4346 
B4297 
B4I04 
B4338 
B4355 
B4I92 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 010 
City Plant Clerk. Leader 
Draftspetson, Division 
Draftsperson, Sr 
Extraction Plant Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk. Leader 
GRADE 011 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
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SECTION XX(A) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE AT THE TIME UNION CLERICAL EMPLOYEES ARE 
CHANGED FROM SEMI-MONTHLY TO HOURLY 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1.1996 
3J003 Stenographer-Clerk Level I - Gr i l l e 3 
_3SD02 Stenographer-Clerk Live) II - Grade 5 
370*1- Accounting Clerk. S u n - Grade 5 
37052 Accounting Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
37053 Accounting Clerk. Level II - Grade 8 
570*4 AccouminBClerk, Level HI . G r a d e ? 
34J47 Field Clerk. Start - Grade 5 
34348 Field Clerk. Level 1 . Grade 7 
34349 Field Clerk. Level !1 - Grade B 
34350 Field Clerk, Level III - Grade 9 
S P E C I A L CLERICAL PAV SCHEDULES 
39019 Key Punch Operate.! - G r i d e 3 
39081 Kev Punch/Verifier Opr - G r a d e 4 
39020 Verifier Opera tor - Grade 5 
}*M3 Word Processor. S tan - Grade 3 
38024 Word Processor, Level I - Grade J 
3J025 Word Processor. Level II - Grade 6 
S P E C I A L P R O G R E S S I O N S C H E D U L E S ' 
34342 City Plant Cierk, S ian - Grade ? 
34143 City Planl Clerk, Level I - Grade J 
34344 City Plant Clerk, Level I ] . Grade 8 
3 4 ^ 4 ^ City Plant Clerk. Level ]]] . Grade 9 
3412b Gas Measurement Cierk, Start - Grade 5 
" 3 4 1 6 3 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level ] - Grade 7 
541*5 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I) • Grade 8 
34 195 Gas Measurement Cierk. Level III - Grade 9 
344S9 Rent & Royalties Clerk. S t an - Grade 5 
544<KJ Rtnt & Royalties Clerk, Levt l - Grade 7 
34491 Rent A Royalties Cterk. Level II - G r a d e 8 
J4492 Rent «: Royalties Clerk. Level III • Grade 9 
36020 Customer Account Clerk. Start - Grade 3 
36021 Customer Account Clerk. Level i - Grade J 
36022 Customer Account Clerk, Level I] - Grade 6 
36023 Customer Account Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
39024 
38004 
39025 
36020 
39026 
38182 
39019 
38008 
39028 
GRADE 001 -SII.69/hr. 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002 - S12.52/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRADE 003-$l4.0]/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
38003 j Stenographer-Clerk. Level I 
38023 
39029 
39081 
3708J 
34342 
36021 
39022 
34347 
34126 
34489 
39027 
35011 
Word Processor. Start 
GRADE 004-Si5.21/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk. Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005 -SI6.29/hr. 
Accounting Clerk. Start 
City Plant Clerk. Stan 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Start 
Mail Clerk 
Marketing and Rates Clerk 
38002 
39044 
34183 
39020 
38024 -
34U3 . 
36022 
39030 
39031 
38025 
39090 
39095 
37082 
34343 
34125 
39023 
34245 
34348 
34163 
34490 
35012 
34122 
34171 
39064 
37080 
GRADE 005 fCONT'D>-SI6.29/hr. 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 11 
Telephone Switchboard Operator — 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
-Word Processor, Level I 
GRADE 006 -Si7.42/hr. 
Gas &. By-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk, Level 11 
Printing Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor, Level 11 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk ' 
GRADE 007 -S18.54/hr 
Accounting Clerk, bevel 1 
City Plant Clerk. Level 1 
Draftsperson 
Electronic Data Processor. Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level 1 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level 1 
Marketing &. Rates Clerk, General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesetting Specialist 
Information Svstems Specialist 
37083 
• 34344 
34153 
34349 
34165 
34491 
39062 
38028 
36023 
37084 
34345 
34350 
34247 
34195 
•34111 
34492 
34138 
34108 
34346 
34297 
34104 
34338 
34351 
1 34192 
GRADE 008-S19.38/hr 
Accounting Cterk. Level 11 
Ciiv Plant Clerk, Level [I 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level 11 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level 11 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level II 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor. Leader 
GRADE 009 - S20.76/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk. Level ill 
Accounting Clerk. Level III 
Ciiv Plant Clerk. Level 111 
Field Clerk. Level 111 
Gas & Bv-Products Tester. Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Rovalties Clerk. Level 111 
Production Clerk 
Storaae Clerk • -
GRADE 010 -S21.55/hr 
City Plant Clerk, Leader 
Draftsperson, Division 
Draftsperson, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
GRADE - Oil -S22.27/hr. 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
Both parties agree to use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
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SECTION XX(B) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE AT THE TIME UNION CLERICAL EMPLOYEES ARE 
CHANGED FROM SEMI-MONTHLY TO HOURLY 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1,1996 
Casual Grade 001 
Casual Grade 002 
Casual Grade 003 
Casual Grade 004 
Casual Grade 005 
S8.91/hr. 
9.53/hr. 
. 10.65/hr. 
! 1.54/hr. 
!2.38/hr. 
B8003 Stenographer-Clerk Level I • Gride 3 
BS00J Stenogrip/ier-Ocrk Level f I - Grids 5 
S P E C I A L C L E R I C A L P A Y S C H E D U L E S 
B9019 Key Punch Operator - Grade 3 
BOOS J Key Funch/Verifier Opr. - Grade J 
B9O20 Verifier Operator • Grade 5 
BS033 Word Processor. Start - Grade 3 
BS02J Word Processor. Levef J - Grade 5 
BS02S Word Processor, Level 1! - Grade 6 
B7081 Accounting Clerk. Start - Grade J 
B70S2 Accounting Clerk. Level 1 - Glide 7 
B7083 Accounting Clerk, Level 11 - Grade 8 
B7084 Accounting Clerk, Level ]![ - Grade 9 
B4M? Field Clerk. Start - Grade 5 
B4348 Field Clerk, Level I - Grade 7 
B4349 Field Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
B4350 Field Clerk. Level II] - Grade ° 
SPECIAL PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
B 4 3 « City Plant Clerk. Stan - Grade ? 
B4343 City Plant Clerk, Level 1 - Grade 7 
B4344 City Plant Clerk, Level I I • Grade 8 
B4315 City Plant Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
B4126 Gas Measurement Clerk. Stan - Grade 5 
B41&3 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 1 -Grade 7 
B4I65 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level I I - Grade S 
BJ195 Gas Measuremenl Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
B44S9 Re« & Royall'ics Clerk, Slan - Grade 5 
B4490 Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level - Grade 7 
B4491 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level I] - Grade B 
B 4 4 « Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level I I I - Grade 9 
B6O20 Customer Account Clerk, Start - Grade 3 
B602I Customer Account Clerk. Level I Grade 5 
B60I2 Customer Account Clerk, Level I I Grade b 
B6023 Customer Account Clerk, Level 111 Grade 9 
B9024 
B8004 
r - • 
. B902S 
B6020 
B9026 
B8182 
B90I9 
B80O8 
B9028 
B8003 
B8023 
B9029 
B9081 
B7081 
B4342 
B6021 
B9022 
B4347 
B4126 
B4489 
B9027 
B5011 
B 
GRADE 001 -S9.93/hr. 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002-S10.67/hr 
Stock.Room .Clerk - - . 
GRADE 003-S11.92/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist " 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level I 
Word Processor, Start 
GRADE 004-S12.92/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk. Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operalor 
GRADE 005 -S13.86/hr. 
"Accounting Clerk, Start 
City Plant Clerk, Stan 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Start 
Mail Clerk 
Marketms and Rates Clerk 
oth parties aaree 10 use the 1996 Job 
B8002 
B9044 
B4183 
B9020 
B8024 
B41I3 
B6022 " 
B9030 
B9031 
B8025 
B9090 
B9095 
B7082 
B4343 
B412S 
B9023 
B4245 
B4348 
B4163 
B4490 
B5012 
B4122 
B4S71 
B9064 
B70S0 
GRADE 005 (CONT'DI-SIJ.SG/hr. 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level II 
Telephone Switchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator *"•"• 
Word Processor. Level 1 
GRADE 006-S14.83/hr. 
Gas & By-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 11 
Printing Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor. Level II 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007-SI5.80/hr 
Accounting Clerk. Level 1 
City Plant Clerk. Level I 
Drafts person 
Electronic Data Processor. Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level 1 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level 1 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level 1 
Marketing & Rates Clerk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesetting Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
1 
Descriptor s 
B7083 
B4344 
B4153 
B4349 
B4I65 
B4491 
'B9062 
B8028 
B6023 
B7084 
B4345 
B4350 
B4247 
B4I95 
B4I11 
B4492 
B4138 
B4I08 
B4346 
B4297 
B4104 
B4338 
B4351 
B4I92 
GRADE 008 - SI6.48/hr. 
Accounting Clerk, Level II 
Citv Plant Clerk, Level If 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level [I 
Gas Measurement Cierk, Level J! 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level 11 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor, Leader 
GRADE 009-SI7.65/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk, Level HI 
Accounting Clerk, Level III 
City Plant Clerk. Level III 
Field Clerk, Level III 
Gas & Bv-Products Tester. Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Rovallies Clerk. Level III 
Production Clerk 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 010 - $18.34/fir. 
City Plant Clerk. Leader 
Draftsperson. Division 
Draftsperson, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
GRADE - OH -SI8.98/hr. 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
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SECTION XXI(A) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1.2002 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION. INC. 
'•'-- AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1. 1996 
OCCUPATION - RATE 
00002 Casual Janitor 
00004 Casual Rousw 
00005 Casual Rmis l t r - )2 M o 
00007 Casual R.ouster-1 B Mo, 
00006 Casual Compressor Sta Optr.-Sian 
i 1 0 5 « i r 
U.23rtu 
14 16/rit. 
- IS.OJ/jtr 
If.iO'kc 
00008 Regular Janilot J 14 <J!/f>r 
RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New Regular Emnlovees 
000 I I Firid/Daintrutian Worker (Less/1 Vr. I 
00012 freld/Distriburion Worker ( I Y r | 
0001 i FieWDiirr ipuiton Worker ( I -1.2 Vis I 
D0024 Field/DismbuSion Worker (2 Yrs 1 
00036 Field/Distribution Worker f J Vrs.^ 
D0070 FieldyPisrribmion Worker f j Yrs ) 
0008D FielaVP/siribunon Wortar f 8 Y n ) Or 
000BI FicM/Pjnribt i i iwi Worker, Sr. W Yrs) Or, $ 
P0J22 Compressor StationQperator-Sian (Less than 5 Yrs ) Gr.} 
0022 J Compressor Station Operttor-Levct I (5* Years" Gr. 5 I S19 70/ltr 
S U . l l t a . 
14,57/hr 
15 rS/hr 
f5.S7/rrr 
l7.5Jdir 
<S.;4rhr 
19,70/hr. 
tl93Mi 
004 IS Utiluyptfrson Field-Stan <Lcs^6 Y r s l Gt. 7 
00S11 Uti l i iyptrsen Field-Level I (6 Vct.1 Or. 8 
00620 Group Lcader/Utiluypcrson-Level 11 110 Yrs ) Gt 
00419 Uiilityperson Distribution-Start ( U s l f 6 Yrs 1 Gr 1 
O0SI2 (Jlilhyperson Distribution-Level 1 (6 Yrs ) Gr. 8 
00621 OlilBvperson Dislnbulion-Level 11(10 Y r s ) G r 10 
J20 64/hr 
S20 6 4 % . 
21.14/rir 
21 88/hi. 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
0Q301 Electrician-Stan 
OOSOl Electrician-Level 1 
Communicat ions Specialist 
O070I Electrician-Lcvel II 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
00405 Gas Measurement Specialist 
00614 Gas Measurement Specialist. St 
O0124 Communications Specialist-Stan 
00409 Communications Specialist-Level 1 
00612 Communications Specialist-Level U 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
0O624 Enuine Compressor_Analyst Trainee 
0070^7 Engine Compressor Analyst 
Q0S01 Engine Compressor Analyst. St. 
S20.15/hr 
25 64iht 
S21,88/hr. 
Gas Service Specialist 
O0302 Gas Service Specialist-Start 
00402 Gas Service Specialist-Level 1 
00502 Gas Service Specialisl-Ltvel I I 
OO602 Gas Service Specialist-Level 111 
0O705 Gas Service Specialist-Level IV 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Regulator Specialist 
00604 Regulator Specialist. Sr 
T o w n Plan! Representative 
00311 Town Plant Representative-Stan 
004II Town Plant Representative-Ltvel I 
005 [0 Town Plant Representative-Level I I 
23 47/lir. 
22 91/hr 
Warehouse Worker 
P030S Warehouse Worker-Start 
0042Q Warehouse Worker-Level 1 
sao 15/hr 
22 tllhr. 
MOM/hr 
2l.52.Qir 
S20 . IVhr. 
I 0 .64»r 
S20 15/hr. 
00514 Warehouse Worker-Level 11 
G R A D E 0 0 1 - l » , 1 « m r . 
Maintenance WorVer. Buildinu 
0011 L 
00121 
00122 
00124 
00125 
002 S3 
00214 
00210 
GRADE 002 . M.UIbr. 
Garage Attend ant 
Guard 
G R A D E 003 - S 1 9 . i l / l l r . 
Field/Distribution Worker 18 Yrs.) 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Operator fStart) 
Communications Specialist {Start) 
Maintenance Worker. E i l . Plant 
G R A D E 00* - S I 9.5(WH-. 
G R A D E 0Of - i)9.70/hr. 
FicM/Disl. Worker, Sr. (10 Yrs ) 
Collector 
Meter Reader 
Painter 
00210 I loader. extraction Plant 
00220 Well Tender 
0022 i Compressor Station Oper.-Levef 1 
002:2 I Waste Water Treatment PJant Oper 
00304 
0030? 
_D03D9_ 
003 J J 
003)1 
G R A D E OOfe-SltUS/l i r . 
Bailing Machine OperjHOt 
Electrician (Start) 
Gas Service Specialist fSiarrj 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic, BuiJdiiM.' 
_WnrthoiaF Wo/ker (Sun) 
Ama Mechanic 
Medium EqujpJncw Operator 
Mcas Siuion Operator (Mijorj 
Town Pta/tf Rcpfcscmiti'iYe-Stin 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak inspector 
GRABIGG7- S2<t.64fhr. 
Compressor SiatfonjQper.. Sr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Level i) 
Engine Mechanic 
j jasMeasuremcnt Specialist 
Heavy Truck Driver 
ocw n 
00420 
GR. 007 f C O . N T f l ) - S2i>,64/hr. 
Regulator Species; 
UliJmpersoj] Fictd-Stan 
Vtitityperson DisiribQ(taii<Stun 
Warehouse Worker (Lc\*[ l) 
0050/ 
00509 
OOSlf 
._0W12 
00514 
Pain, Gun Operator 
Communications Specialist fLv. 1) 
Town Plant Representative f t , v 1> 
Loader, Sr.. E tmc t ton Plant 
Extraction Plant Operator 
Bc l t t pa r t i c ^ng r re 10 uw the I W Jab DeKr i p i i on i 
Pressure Comrol Operator 
G f U 0 K 0 0 * - S 2 i . n r t i r . 
CleccrjgUn >;Level ( I 
Gas Scrvjce_Specialist, (Level l\) 
Leader, GeneTaf Office Gafiue 
Compressor Sut ion Oper. 24-Hf 
Extraction Pfarn Turbine Opec 
fnsylatcir. Exi r ic t ion Plant 
Heavy Equipment Operator 
Town Plant Rep fLevel l b 
Otititvpgrsqn Field (Level I) 
Utilitypersan Distrib {Level l\ 
Warehouse Worker (Level I I ) 
Maintenance Mechanic, Bid . Sr. 
G R A D E 0 0 9 - SIL.Sl /hr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv I I I ) 
Carpenter 
Regulator Specialist. Si-
O06U 
GRADE Old-ill MrtiT. 
Auto Mechanic, ST. 
Conf ro | Board OpeTatoT 
Engine Mechanic. S>. 
Gas Measurement Specialist, Sr 
Machinist 
Shift Leader 
Extraction Plant Equip Mechanic 
Instrument Specialist 
Group Leader/Utility, Lv, 11 (10 Yrs.) 
Utjlitvperson D is t -Lv I I (10 Vrs ^ 
Communicattom Spec.^Leyei II) 
Compressor Station Control Spec 
Engine Compressw Analyst Trainee 
CRAPE Oil • Sn.47/hr, 
Ejectrician (Level ] ] ) 
Lmder. Repair Crew 
Welder 
_S_hift Leader, Extraction Plant 
^as_Service Specialist (Level I V ) 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
JHastinys Gas Processus Plant Oper 
C R A P E QI2-S21.9 l /b r . 
Engine Compressor Analyst. Sr 
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SECTION XXI(B) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
• - - - EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2002 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION. INC. 
•AND-
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES HIRED. REHIRED. OR MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1,1996 
OCCUPATION 
00003 Casual Janitor 
00009 Casual Rouster 
00010 Casual Rousltr-12 Mo 
00013 Casual Compressor Sia. Oper.•Start 
OO0K Regular Janitor 
• RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New Regular Employees 
OOP) 5 Field/Distribution Worker JStartJ 
RATE 
S E7JJhr 
988rttr 
10 45/hr 
13.32/hr 
J 11 J-9/Jir. 
OODtb FieldJPistribution Viotx f r (2 Yrs 1 
114 12/hr B04IS Utilitvperson Field-Stan (LessA Yts)_Gr.-7 
00017 Ficici/£>isiribiJlion Worker (3 Yrs. I 15 87/hr 
B05 11 iJtilitypcrson f ield-Level I 16 I r s ) CT 8 
00019 Field/Distribution Worker (5 Yrs ) 17,55/hr 
0012 ;Comptcsa tS t« ianOpe ta to r -S»n(L t - iS l8 tan ; V ts . lG t 5 S1931(nl- B04l9 l i t i l i l vptTson Distribution-Start (Uss ib Yrs ) Gr. 7 
00221 Compressor Station Operator-Level 1(5 Ye&tslGr 5 19 7 0 % | B0M2Uti lnvpetsPnDislt ibu1ion-Leve]l (b Vrs > Or. $ 
S2064/hr_ 
21.14/hr 
%20 Wht._ 
21 14/hr. 
E l tTf l r i t i i r i 
00.101 Elecincian-Stan 
00501 Electncun-Level r 
0070J Eltcrricjan-Levrl II 
C m M r a s u r t m t r i i Sptf i f tNsi 
00405 Gas Measurement Sjject'alisr 
006, •* Gas Measuremem Specialisl, Sr 
CommuT.«t*lr«tlJ Sper j i t is i 
00 ! 24 Cftn.niun.tft.io].:. Spetiale.-Smr. 
0O401! Communis su ions Sp*c.a!is\-Ltvel S 
00623 Communicaiions Specialisl-Level IL 
__-bngi i ie ComprCi ior Analyst 
00624 Engine Compressor Analyst Trainee 
00707 Enaitit Compressor Analyst 
00S0 f Engine Compressor A n a l w , Sr 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
J20 15/hr 
2I.I1/Tir 
22 4?/hr 
S20 M/hr 
21 S8/hr 
S)<>,3)/lir 
20 6 4 % 
21S8lv i 
S21 88'hr 
22 4 * 
22.91/hr 
Gas Service Specialist 
00302 Gas Service SpeclaJKi-Stan 
00102 Gas Service Special™.(.erel I 
00502 Gas Service Speciaiisl-LeveJ II 
006O2 Gas Service Specialist-Level HI 
00705 Gas Service Specjalist-Level IV 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Regulator Specialisl 
00604 Reoulalot Specialisl, S/ 
Town P1j.nl Representative 
00311 Town Plant Representative-Stan 
0O312 Town Plant Representative-Level 1 - ' - -
QQ510 Town Plan! Representative-Level 1! 
Warehouse Worj ter 
00305 Warehouse Worler-Slan 
00420 Warehouse Worker-Level 1 
O051J Warehouse Worker-Level 11 
S20 15/hr 
ZOMfSvt 
21.14/hr. 
2 l.SZ/hr 
22 47/hr 
I 2 0 M / h r . 
121 52/hr. 
120 l V h r 
' * " — 2 0 64fhr, 
21.14/hr 
S20.15/hr 
2064/hr 
21.14/hr 
00025 
O0O26 
00027 
00121 
00122 
00124 
00125 
. . . 
O02I2 
00214 
00216 
O02I9 
C R A D E 6 ( « - I J , 7 S / l > r . 
Maintenance Worker. Buildint* 
G R A D E « I O - S I 4 . « / h r . 
Garage Attendant 
Guard 
G R A D E 002--SI9.3 l /hr . 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Operator (Start) 
Communications Specialisl (Start) 
Mamttnance Worker. Ext. Plant 
G R A 0 E 0 0 4 - S I O , S 0 / I I T . 
GRADE005-SH.70. r ts r . 
Collectot 
Meter Reader 
Painler 
Loader. Extraction Plant 
O022D Well Tender 
O022J 1 Compressor Station Opcr-Level J 
00222 Waste Water Trealmem Plain Oper 
1 1 _1 
00300 
00301 
00302 
00)03 
00304 
00305 
O0307 
003 OS 
00301) 
00311 
00312 
00313 
00401 
0(1402 
00404 
00405 
00406 
0O407 
00409 
00412 
00413 
00414 
G R A D E 006 - 120.15/hr 
Bailing Machine Operator 
Electrician (Start) 
Gas Service Specialist (Start) 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic, Buildinc-
Warehouse Worker f Stan J 
Auto Mechanic 
Medium Equipment Operator 
Meas Station Operator (Ma'ior) 
Town Plant Representative-Stan 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak inspectot 
G R A D E 007- S20.i4fnr. 
Compressor Station Oper St 
Gas Semite Specialist (Level 1) 
Enittrte Mechaistc 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
Heaw Truck Driver 
Paint Gun Operator 
Communications Specialist fLv It 
Town Plant Representative (Lv I) 
Loader. Sr . Extraction Plant 
Extraction Plant Operator 
00416 
O04I7 
B04I8 
B04I9 
00420 
00501 
00502 
00503 
00505 
00507 
005 OS 
00509 
00510 
B05 I I 
B05I2 
00514 
0QM5 
00602 
00603 
CR. 007 ( C O N T ' D | - J20.M/or. 
Pressure Control Operator 
Regulator Specialist 
Uliliivpcrson Field-Start 
Utilitvpetson Distribution-Start 
Warehouse Worker (Level I) 
G R A D E 00»-S I I . 14 /h r . 
Electrician (Level 11 
Gas Service Specialist (Level 111 
Leader. General Office Garauc 
Comptessor Station Oper. 24-Hr 
Extraction Plant Turbine Oper 
Insulator. Extraction Plant 
Hcavv Equipment Operalot 
Town Plant Rep I Leve l l l l 
Utiliivperson Field 1 Level 1) 
vitilitvperson Dislrib (Level 1} 
Warehouse Woiker (Level 11) 
Maintenance Mechanic. Bid , Sr 
G R A D E 0<W - m . S z r h r . 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv. t i l l 
00610 
00611 
00613 
O06I4 
00616 
00617 
00618 
00619 
00622 
00623 
00624 
00701 
00702 
007D3 
00704 
00705 
00707 
00109 
Carpenter ( 0Q5OI 
0O6U4 J Reculatoi Specialisl. Sr. [ 
G R A D E Q l Q . I 2 l . W h r . 
Auto Mechanic. Sr 
Control Board Operator 
Enttine Mechanic. Sr 
Shift Leader 
Extraction Plant Equip Mechanic 
Instrument Specialist 
G R A D E O i l - J 2 i 4 7 / h r . 
Electrician (Level (1) 
Leader, Repair Crew 
Welder 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
C R A 0 e B I J - S l t . f i / h r . 
Bath parlies aer te In m e Ihe I V H Jon DHer ip l ions. 
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SECTION XX(A) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1.-2003-
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1. 1996 
38003 Stenographer-Clerk Level I - Gride 3 
38002 Stenagrapner-CJerk Live) JI - Critic 5 
SPECIAL CLERICAL PAY SCHEIMILFS 
39019 Key~Punch Operator - Grade 3 
J COS I Key Punch/Verifier Opr, - Grade 4 '" 
39020 Verifier Operator - Grade 5 
3B023 Word Processor. Stan - Gride 3 
38024 Word Processor, Level I - Grade 5 
3802? Word Proctssor. Level 11 - Grade 6 
37081 Accounting Clerk. Start - Grade 5 
37082 Accounting Clerk, Level 1 - Grade 7 
37083 Accounting Clerk. Level II - Grade S 
17084 Accounting Clerk. Level 111 - Grade 9 
34347 Field Clcrt. Stan - Grade 5 
34348 Field Clerk. Level I -_Grade 7 -
34349 Field Clerk, Level JJ - Grade S 
34350 Field Clerk. Level 111 - Grade 9 
39024 
38004 
39025 
36020 
39026 
38182 
39019 
38008 
39028 
38003 
38023 
39029 
39081 
37081 
34342 
36021 
39022 
34347 
34126 
34489 
SPECIAL PROriHFSSlON SCHEDULES 
31342 City Plant Clcrt, Start - Grade J 
34343 City Plant Clerk. Level 1 - Grade 7 
34344-City Plant Clerk, Level U - Grade S 
34345 City Plant Clerk. Level 111 - Gride 9 
34126 Gas Measurement Clerk. Stan . Grade } 
34163 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
34!d5 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level II - Grade 8 
34195 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level HI - Grade 9 
34489 Rent A Royalties Clerk, Stan . Grade 5 
34490 Rem i Royalties Clerk, Level . Gra.de 7 
3449 I Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level it - Grade 8 
34492 Rem & Royalties Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
36020 Customer Account Clerk, Slut • Grade 3 
36021 Customer Account Clttk. Level I • Grade 5 
36022 Customer Account Clerk. Level II. Grade 6 
36023 Customer Account Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
39027 
35011 
GRADE OOt-Si 1.9H/hr. 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002-SI2.S3/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk 
38002 
39044 
34183 
GRADE 005 ICONT'DMi^.Tli/lir 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level II 
Telephone Swiichboard Operaior 
39020 
GRADE 003 - Sl4.36/hr 
Customer Account Qerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 
Word Processor. Stan 
38024 
34113 
36022 
39030 
39031 
38025 
39090 
39095 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor, Level I 
GRADE 006- S17.86/hr. 
Gas & By-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk. Level II 
Printinp Machine Operator 
37083 
34344 
34153 
GRADE 008 -$19.86/hr 
Accounting Clerk. Level II 
Cily Plant Clerk.Uvel II 
34349 
34165 
34491 
39062 
38028 
Stationery Clerk-
Word Processor. Level II 
Environmental Clerk 
GRADE 004- SI5.59/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk. Sr. 
37082 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005-Sl6.70/hr 
Accounting Clerk. Start 
City Plant Clerk. Stan 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Start 
Rent &. Royalties Cierk. Start 
Mail Clerk 
Marketing and Rates Clerk 
34343 
34125 
39023 
34245 
34348 
34163 
34490 
35012 
34122 
34171 
39064 
370&D 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007 -SI9.00/hr 
Accounting Clerk. Level I 
Cily Plant Clerk. Level I 
Draftsperson 
Electronic Data Processor. Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level 1 
36023 
37084 
34345 
34350 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level II 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level II 
Rem & Royalties Cierk. Level II 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor. Leader 
GRADE 009- S21.28/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk. Level III 
Accounting Clerk. Level HI 
City Plant Clerk. Level III 
34247 
34195 
34111 
34492 
34138 
34108 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level 1 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level i 
Marketing & Rates Clerk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
PhototypeseHing Specialist 
34346 
34297 
Field Clerk, Level HI 
Gas & By-Products Tester. Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level III 
Production Clerk 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 0)0 -S2X09/hr 
City Plant Clerk, Leader 
34104 
34338 
34351 
Informaiion Systems Specialist 
34192 
Draftsperson. Division 
Draftsperson. Sr 
Extraction Plant Clerk. Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
Both parties aeree to use the 1996 lob Descriptions 
GRADE - 0l ,-S22.83/hr 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
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SECTION XX(B) - CLERLCAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2003 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1,1996 
Casual Grade.001 
Casual Grade 002 
Casual Grade 003 
Casual Grade 004 
Casual Grade 005 
S9.J8/hr 
9.82/hr. 
10.97/hr. 
11.89/hr. 
!2.75/rw. 
B80CU Stenographer-Clerk Level I - Grade 1 
B8002 Stenographer-Clerk Level I I - Grade S 
B70S) Accounting ClerV. Start - Grade S 
B7082 Accounting Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
B708J Aaaueiinu CMrl. Le>/»! !I - G n i t 6 
B70S4 Accounting Clerk, Level I I I - Grade 9 
B4347 Field CJerk, Stan - Grade 5 
B4348 field Clerk. Level I - Grade 7. 
B « 4 9 field Clerk. Level II . Grade S 
B4350 Field Clerk, Level I I I - Grade 9 
SPECIAL CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULES 
B90I9 Key Punch Operator - Grade 3 
B908 I Key PundifVerificr Opr - Grade 4 
B902O Verifier Operjlor - Grade f 
SPECIAL PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
B4342 City Plant Clerk, Start - Grade 5 
B4343 City Plam Clerk, Level I - Grade 7 
B4S44 Cuy KUm Crttk. Level I I - Gride J 
B4345 City Plant Clerk. Level 111 - Grade ° 
B4I26 Gas Measurement Clerk. Start - Grade 5 
B4163 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level 1 - Grade 7 
B416J Gas Measurement Clerk, Level I I - Grade 8 
B4I95 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I I I - Grade 1 
B8023 Word Processor. Start - Grade 3 . . 
BS024 Word Processor, Level 1 - Grade f 
B802S Word Processor. Level I I - Grade 0 
B44S<) Rent & Royalties Crerk. Start - Grade 5 
Rjjqrj p.;., P. Hoyiliici Cleii.. Level - Craae.7 
B4491 Rem & Royalties Clerk. Level II - Grade 8 
B4492 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level I I I - Grade 9 
B6020 Customer Account Clerk. S u n - Grade 3 
B6021 Customer Account Clerk., Level I Grade 5 
B6022 Customer Account Clerk. Level I I Grade f> 
B6023 Customer Account Clerk, Level HI Grade 9 
B9024 
B8004 
B9025 
B6020 
B9026 
a m i 
B9019 
BS008 
B9028 
B8003 
BS023 
B9029 
B908I 
B7081 
B4342 
B6021 
B9022 
B4347 
B4126 
B4489 
B9027 
BSOlt [ 
GRADE Wl -Sift.sSJhr. 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk ~ 
GRADE 002 -SI0.94/hr 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRADE 003-SI2.22/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
GevAial Office Cltik 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionisi 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk, Level 1 
Word Processor. Start 
GRADE 0(14-SI3.24/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk, Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005- SI 4.2t/hr. 
Accounting Clerk, Start 
Citv Plant Clerk. Start 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk, Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Stan 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Stan 
Mail Clerk 
Marketing and Rales Cletk 
" 
B8002 
B9044 
B4183 
B9020 
B8024 
B4113 
B6022-
B9030 
B903I 
B8025 
B9090 
B9095 
B7082 
B4343 
B4I25 
B9023 
..B4245 
B4348 
B4163 
B4490 
B5012 
B4122 
B4I71 
B9064 
B7080 
GRADE 005 <C07VrD)-S14.21/hr. 
Stenographer-Clerk..Level 11 
Telephone Switchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor. Level 1 
GRADE 006 -SI5.20/hr. 
Gas &. Bv-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk. Level II 
Priming Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor. Level 11 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007-SI6.20/hr 
Accounting Clerk, Level 1 
City Plant Clerk, Levell' 
Draftsperson 
Electron^ Data Pioctssoi, ST. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level I 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 1 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level 1 
Marketing & Rates Clerk, General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesetting Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
B7083 
B4344 
B4IS3 
B4349 
B4I65 
B4491 
B9062 
B8028 
B6023 
B7084 
B4345 
B4350 
B4247 
B4195 
B411I 
B4492 
B4I38 
B4.0o 
B4346 
B4297 
B4104 
B4338 
B4351 
B 4 m 
GRADE 008 -S16.89/hr. 
Accounting Clerk, Level II 
City Plant Clerk, Level II 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level II 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level II 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level II 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor, Leader 
GRADE 009-SI8.09/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk, Level III 
Accounting Clerk. Level III 
City Plant Clerk, Level III 
Field Clerk. Level III 
Gas & By-Products Tester. Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rem & Royalties Clerk. Level III 
Production Clerk 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 010 -SI8.80/hr. 
City Plant Clerk, Leader 
Draftsperson, Division 
Draftsperson, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk. Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
GRADE - 011 -S19.45/hr. 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
Both parties agree to use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
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SECTION XXI(A) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1. 2003 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION. INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1. 1996 
OCCUPATION R A T E 
0O002 
00004 -
oooo?. 
00007 
00006 
0000& 
Casual Janitor 
Casual Rousler 
Casual Rouster-12 Mo 
Casual Rousrer-18 Mo. 
Casual Compressor St i Oper.-Sian 
Regular Janitor 
s 
s 
1091/hr. 
13 63/hr. 
14,59/hr, 
15:53/ht. 
20 09/hr. 
]5.29/hr. 
RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New Regular Emnlovees 
00011 Field/Distribution Worker (Less/IYr.) 
00012 Field/Distribution Worker (1 Yr.) 
00018 Field/Distribution Worker (1.1.2 Yrj.) 
00024 Fttld/Distnbulion Worker (2 Yrs.) 
00036 Field/Distribution Worker (3 Yrs 1 
00070 Field/Distrrbulion Worker (5 Yrs.) 
0O080 Field/Distribution Worker (8 Yrs ) Gd 3 
00081 Field/Distribution Worker. Sr. 10 Yrs>Gd 5 
00122 Compressor Sution Operator-Start (Less than 5 Yrs ) Gr 3 
00221 Compressor Station Operator-Level 1 (5 Years) Gr S 
J l4 47/hr. 
14.93/hr 
15.56/hr 
16 27/hr 
17 99/hr. 
19.01/hr 
19.79/hc. 
20 19/hr 
Ji9.79/hr 
20 19/hr. 
00418 Ulililvpcrson Field-Stan (Less/6 Yrs ) Gr 7 
005] 1 UtilnypersDn Field-Level 1 (6 Yrs ) Gr. 8 
00620 Group Leader/UtililSTJtrson-Level Fl (10 Y n ) Gr. 10 
00419 Utilityperson Distribution-Start (Less/6 Yrs.) Of 7 
00512 Uiilityperson Distribution-Level 1 (6 Yrs ) Gr 8 
00621 Utilityperson Distribution-Level 11 (10 Y rs ) Gr 10 
$21.l6/hr 
21,67/hr. 
22 43/hr. 
121.16/hr 
21 67/hr. 
2243/hr 
Electrician ~" "—~~ 
00301 Electrician-Start 
00501 Eleclrician-Lcvel 1 
00701 Efeclrician-Levef D 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
OO405 Gas Mcasuremem Specialist 
0O614 Gas Measurement Specialist Sr 
Communications Specialist 
00124 Communications Specialist-Stan 
00409 Communications Specialist-Level I 
00622 Communications Specialist-Level 11 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
O0624 Enttine Compressor Analyst Trainee 
00707 Enttine Compressor Analyst 
00801 Enitine Compressor Analyst. Sr 
PROGRESS 
J20t)5/hr 
21 67Air 
23 03/hr 
J2l.l6/hr. 
22 43/hr 
J I9 79/hr 
21.16/hr. 
22 43/hr 
122 43/hr 
23 03/hr 
23 48/hr 
ON SCHEDULES 
Gas Service Specialist 
00302 Gas Service Specialist-Stan 
00402 Gas Service Specialist.LeveJ 1 
00502 Gas Service Spectahst-Level 11 
00602 Gas Service Specialist-Level I I I 
00705 Gas Service Specialist-Level IV 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Regulator Specialist 
00604 Regulator Specialist. Sr 
Town Plant Representative 
00311 Town Plant Representative-Start 
00412 Town Plant Representative-Level 1 
00510 Town Plant Representative-Level 11 
Warehouse Worker 
O030S Warehouse Worker-Stan 
00420 Warehouse Worker-Level 1 
00} 14 Warehouse Worker-Levtl II 
S20 65/hr 
2t.Ks/hi. 
21 67/hr. 
22 06/hr. 
23 03/hr 
S2l.l6/hr 
22.06/hr 
S2065/hr. 
21.16/hr. 
21 67/hr. 
S20 65/hr 
21.16/hr 
I I .67/hr 
00101 
~ -
001 to 
OOIU 
00080 
O0I21 
00122 
00124 
00125 
00081 
O02I2 
00214 
00216 
00219 
00220 
O0221 
00222 
G R A D E 00] - 11.63/hr. 
Maintenance Worker. Building 
G R A D E 002 -S l ° . 0 ] /h r . 
Garage Attendant 
Guard 
G R A D E 001.119.79/ltr . 
Field/Distribution Worker (» Yrs) 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Operator (Stan) 
Communications Specialist (Stan) 
Maintenance Worker. Ext. Plant 
G R A D E 0 0 4 - S I 9.99/hr. 
G R A D E OO5-S20.]9/hr. 
Ficld/Disl Worker, Sr, 110 Yrs ) 
Collector 
Meter Reader 
Painter 
Loader. Extraction Pianl 
Welt Tender 
Compressor Station Oper.-Level I 
Waste Water Treatment Plant Oper. 
00300 
00301 
00302 
O0303 
00304 
00305 
00307 
00308 
O0J09 
O03II 
00312 
00313 
O0401 
00402 
00404 
OO405 
00406 
00407 
00409 
00412 
00413 
004S4 
00416 
G R A D E 006 - S20.65/hr.. 
Bailing Machine Operator 
Electrician (Stan) 
Gas Service Specialist (Start) 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic. Building 
Warehouse Worter (Stan t 
Auto Mechanic 
Medium Equipment Operator 
Meas Station Operator (Major) 
Town Plant Representative-Start 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak Inspector 
G R A D E 007- S2l. l6/hr. 
Compressor Station Oper.. Sr 
Gas Service Specialist (Level 1) 
Engine Mechanic 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
Heavv Truck Driver 
Paint Gun Operator 
Communications Specialist (Lv. ]) 
Town Plant Representative (Lv 1) 
Loader. Sr.. Extraction Plant 
Extraction Plant Operator 
Pressure Control Operator 
00417 
00418 
00419 
OO420 
00501 
OO502 
00503 
00506 
00507 
00508 
O0509 
005(0 
00511 
00512 
00514 
00515 
00602 
00603 
00604 
GR. 007 (CONT'D) - S2t.!6/hr 
R e l a t o r Specialist 
Uiilityperson Field-Start 
Utilityperson Distribution-Stan 
Warehouse Worker (Level ]) 
GRADE 008-S21.«7/hr. 
Eiecrncian (Level f) 
Gas Service Specialist (Level It) 
Leader, General Office Garape 
Compressor Station Oper.. 24-Hr 
Extraction Plant Turbine Oper 
Insulator. Extraction Plant 
Heavy Equipment Operator 
Town Plant Rep (Level It) 
Utilityperson Field (Level 1) 
Utilityperson Distrib (Leve! 1) 
Warehouse Worker (Level ]]) 
Maintenance Mechanic. Bid . Sr. 
G R A D E 009 -522.06/hr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv I I I ) 
Carpenter 
Regulator Specialist, Sr. 
00610 
00611 
00613 
00614 
00616 
00617 
00618 
00619 
00620 
0062! 
00622 
00623 
00624 
00701 
00702 
00703 
00704 
00705 
00707 
O0709 
00801 
GRADE 0 1 0 - J 2 2 . « / l t r . 
Auto Mechanic, Sr 
Machinist 
Shifl Leader 
Group Leader/Utility. Lv ]] (10 Yrs.) 
Utilityperson D m - L v l l ( l O Y r s ) 
G R A D E O i l -SU.03 /hr . 
Electrician (Level II) 
Leader, Repair Crew 
Welder 
Shift Leader. Extraction Plant ~" 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
G R A D E 012 -S2J.4«/hr. 
Engine Compressor Analyst. Sr 
Both nanies agree In use the 1996 Job Drtrfimmni 
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SECTION XXI(B) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1. 2003 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES HIRED, REHIRED, OR MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1~ 1996 
OCCUPATION RATE 
0OOOJ 
00009 
00010 
00013 -
DOOM 
Casual J an no r 
Casual Rousier 
Casual Rou$Ter-l2 Mo 
Casual Compressor Sia Oper-Stan 
Regular Janitor 
5 8.9S7hr, 
10 18/hr, 
10 76/hr. 
13 72/hr 
1.78/hr 
RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New Regular Employees 
0OOI5 Field/Dislribut ion Worker (Start) 
00016 Field/Distribution Worker (2 Yrs ) 
00017 Field/Distribution Worker (3 Yrs ) 
0O01 9 Field/Distribution Worker (5-Yrs ) 
00)22 Compressor Station Operator-Stan ILess than 5 Yrs ) Gr 3 
0O22I Compressor Station Operator-Level 1 (5 Years) Gr 5 
J)4 47/hi 
15.56/nr 
16 27/hr 
17 99/hr 
ST9 79/hr 
20 19/hr 
B0418 Uliiitvperson Field-Stan (Less/6 Yrs.) Gr. 7 
B05I1 Uliiitvperson Field-Level 1 (6 Yrs } Gr 8 
J21.16/hr. 
21.67/hr 
B0419 Uiiinspcrson Distribution-Start (Less/6 Yrs ) Gr 7 
BOS 12 Uliiitvperson Distribution-Level 1 lb Yrs.) Gr 8 
121 16/hr. 
21.67/hr 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
j F>rlriri*r» 
00301 Electrician-Stan 
00501 Electrician-Level [ 
00701 Electricijn-Levelll 
- - -Gas Measurement Specialist 
00405 Gas Measurement Specialist 
00614 Gas Measurement Specialist. Sr. 
Communications Specialist 
00124 Communications Specialist-Start .— 
0040° Communicatrans Specialist-Level! 
00622 Communications Specialist-Level [1 
Engine Compressor Analvst 
00624 Enpine Compressor Analvst Trainee 
O07O7 Enuine Compressor Analvst 
00801 Engine Compressor Analvst. Sr 
rT_ „ _ 
1 _ 
J20 65/hr. 
21.67/hr 
23 03/hr 
S21.16/hr. 
22 43/hr 
U ~ S I 9 79/hr 
21.16/hr 
22 43/hr. 
S22 4J/hr 
23,03/hr. 
23 48/hr. 
Gas Stj ' t i ir Specialist 
O0302 Gas Service Specialist.Start 
0O402 Gas Service Specialisl-Levcl 1 
00502 Gas Service Specialist-Level 11 
O0602 Gas Service Specialist-Level 111 
0O705 Gas Service Specialisi-Lcvel IV 
^ „ 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Regulator Specialist 
00604 Regulator Specialist. Sr. 
- -
Town Plant Representative 
003 11 Town Plant Representative-Start 
00412 Town Plant Represenlaiive-Level 1 
00510 Town Plant Representative-Level II 
Warehouse Worker 
00305 Warehouse Worker-Start 
00420 Warehouse Worker-Lcvel 1 
00514 Warehouse Worker-Level 11 
J20 65/hr. 
21.16/hr 
21.67/hr 
22.06/hr 
23.03/hr 
J2l . l6/hr 
22 06/hr. 
J20.6S/hr. 
21.16/hr. 
21.67/hr, 
120 65/hr 
2! 16/hr. 
21.67/hr. 
00025 
00026 
00027 
00121 
00122 
00124 
00125 
00212 
00214 
00216 
00219 
0O220 
00221 
00222 
GRADE M » - 14,Ot.'hr. 
Maintenance Worker. Building 
G R A D E 610 - SU.79/hr. 
Garage Attendant 
Guard 
GRADE 003 - S19.7»/hr. 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Operator (Start) 
Communications Specialist (Stan) 
Maintenance Worker. Ext. Plant 
GRADE 004 - Sl°.99/hr. 
GRADE 005 - S20.t*/hr. 
Collector 
Meter Reader 
Paintet 
Loader. Extraction Plant 
Well Tender 
Compressor Station Oper.-Level 1 
Waste Water Treatment Plant Oper 
| GRADE 006 - SI0.6S/hr. 
00300 
00301 
003 02 
00301 
00304 
0030? 
00307 
00308 
0030° 
00311 
00312 
00313 
00401 . 
00402 
00404 
00405 
00406 
00407 
00409 
00412 
00413 
O04U 
Bailing Machine Operator 
Electrician (Stan) 
Gas Service Specialist (Stan) 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic. Building 
Warehouse Worker (Stan) 
Auto Mechanic 
Medium Equipment Operator 
Meas Station Operator (Mator) 
Town Plant Representative-Stan 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak Inspector 
G R A D E 007. M l . 16/hr. 
Compressor Station Oper., Sr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Level I) 
Enstine Mechanic 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
Hcavv Truck Driver 
Paint Gun Operator 
Communications Specialist (Lv. |) 
' • 
00416 
004! 7 
B0418 
B04I9 
00420 
00501 
00502 
O0503 
00506 
00507 
O0508 
0O50O 
005)0 
B0S1! 
BOS 12 
00514 
O05I5 
Town Plant Representative {Lv. 1) J 00602 
Loader. Sr.. Extraction Plant 
Extraction Plant Operator 
OO603 
O0W4 
GR. 0 0 7 ( C O N T ' D ) - $21.16/hr 
Pressure Control Operator 
Regulator Specialist 
Uliiitvperson Field-Stan 
Uliiitvperson Distribution-Start 
Warehouse Worker (Level 1) 
GRADE 0 0 8 . S21.67/hr. 
Electrician (Level [) 
Gas Service Specialist (Level U) 
Leader. General OfTice Garage 
Compressor Station Oper.. 24-Hr 
Extraction Plant Turbine Oper 
Insulator. Extraction Plant 
Heavv Equipment Operator 
Town Plant Rep (Level II) 
Utilityperson Field (Level 1) 
Uliiitvperson Dislrib (Level 1) 
Warehouse Worker (Level 11) 
Maintenance Mechanic. Bid . Sr 
GRADE 009 - S22.06/hr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv. l it) 
Carpenter 
RejtuVator Specialist. Sr 
00610 
00611 
00613 
00614 
00616 
00617 
0061S 
•0O6I9 
00622 
00623 
00624 
00701 
00702 
00703 
00704 
00705 
00707 
00709 
00801 
GRADE OI0- I22.437hr. 
Auto Mechanic. Sr. 
Control Board Operator 
Enpine Mechanic, Sr 
Gas Measurement Specialist, Sr. 
Machinist 
Shift Leader 
Extraction Plant Equip. Mechanic 
Instrument Specialist — 
Communications Spec. (Level I I) 
Compressor Station Control Spec 
Eniiine Compressor Analvst Trainee 
G R A D E 0 1 1 - S l l . W f h T . 
Electrician (Level tl) 
Leader. Repair Crew 
Welder 
Shift Leader, Extraction Plant 
Gas Service Specialist (Level IV) 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
Hastings Gas Processing Plant Oper 
G R A D E 012 • S23.4S/hr. 
Engine Compressor Analvst. Sr. 
Both panici *tm to use iht 1996 Job PMcrimioiH-
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SECTION XX(A) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1,2004 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY 1.1996 
38003 Stertav,riphei-Cleri; Level I - Glide 3 
38003 Stenographer-Cleft Level II. Grade S 
SPECIAL CLERICAL FAV SCHEDULES 
3WI9 Key Punch Operator-Gride 3 
39081 KeyPuncHA'eriiier Opr, -Grade4 
39020 Verifier Operator - Gride S . — ' 
38023 Word Processor. Slirt - Grade 3 
3802J Word Processor. Level I - Grade i 
3805? Word Processor, Level II - Grade 6 
370&1 Accounting Cletk, Sun - Grade 5 
37082 Accounting Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
31W3 Accounting Clerk. Level It - Grade B 
37084 Accounting Clerk, Level III - Grade 9 
34347 Field Clerk, Stan - Grade 5 
3434S Field Clerk. Level I - Gride 7 
313.10 Field Clerk, Level il - Grade 8 
34350 Field Cierk. Level III - Grade 9 
_ _ SPECIAL PROGRESSION .fCtJEDylES 
34342 CityPlant Clerk, Start -Grade5 
34343 Citv Plant Clerk. Level I - Grade 7 
34344 Citv Plant Clerk. Level II - Grade 8 
34345 City Plant Clerk, Level l!t- Giade<) 
34126 Gas Measurement Clerk, Stan - Glide 5 
34T63 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level I - Grade 7 
34165 Gas Measurement Cltik, Level 11 - Grade * 
3J195 Gas Measurement C lerk. Level III. Grade 9 
34489 Rent £ Royalties Clerk. Star! - Grade 5 
" 34490 Rem & Royalties Clerk. Level - Gride 7 
34491 Rent i. Royalties Clerk. Level II - Gride 8 
34401 Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level 111 - Grade 9 
36010 Customer Account Cleft. Stan - Grade 3 
36021 Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 - Gride J 
3605i Customer Account Clerk. Level II - Grade 6 
36023 Customer Account Clerk. Level III - Grade 9 
39024 
38004 
39025 
— 
36020 
39026 
38182 
39019 
38008 
39028 
38003 
38023 
39029 
39081 
37081 
34342 
3602! 
39022 
34347 
34126 
34489 
39027 
3501) 
GRADE 001 - S12.34/hr. 
Messenger 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002-S13.22/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRADE 003 - S14.79/hr 
Customer Account Clerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 1 
Woid Processor. Stan 
GRADE 004-S16.06/hr 
Stock Room Clerk, Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005- SI7.20/hr 
Accounting Clerk, Start 
City Plant Clerk. Start 
Customer Account Clerk. Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Start 
Mail Cierk 
Marketing and Rales Clerk 
38002 
19044 
34183 
-39020 
38024 
34)13 
36022 
39030 
• 39031 
38025 
39090" 
39095 
370S2 
34343 
34I25 
l_39021 
34245 
34348 
34163 
34490 
35012 
34122 
34171 
39064 
37080 
GRADE 005 tCONT'D)-S17.20/hr. 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level 11 
Telephone Switchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor. Level I 
GRADE 006-S18.40/hr. 
Gas & By-Products Tester 
Customer Account Clerk, Level IJ 
Printing Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor, Level II 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007 - S19.57/hr 
Accounting Clerk- Level 1 
City Plant Clerk, Level 1 
Draftsperson 
Electronic Data Processor, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level I 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level I 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level 1 
Marketing &. Rales Cierk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Phototypesetting Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
37083 
34344 
34153 
34349 
34165 
34491 
39062 
38028 
36023 
37084 
34345 
34350 
34247 
34195 
34111 
i_34492_ 
34,38 
34108 
34346 
34297 
34104 
34336 
34351 
34192 
GRADE 008 - S20.46/tir. 
Accounting Clerk. Level 11 
City Plant Clerk, Level 11 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level II 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level II 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level 11 
Microfilm Equipment Operator 
Word Processor. Leader 
GRADE 009-S2I.92/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk. Level HI 
Accounting Clerk, Level 111 
City Plant Clerk. Level III 
Field Clerk, Level 11] 
Gas & Bv-Products Tester. Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk. Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level III 
Production Clerk-
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 01(1 -S27..7;yhr. 
City Plant Clerk, Leader 
Draftsperson, Division 
Draftsperson, Sr. 
Exttacvicm Plan! Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk. Leader 
GRADE - Oil -S23.51/hr, 
Lease Ownership Clerk 
Both nurties agree lo use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
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SECTION XX(B) - CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL L 2Q04 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND. _-. 
DOMINION HOPE 
UNION CLERICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND PAY SCHEDULE 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY L 1996 
Casual Grade 00! 
Casual Grade 002 
Casual Grade 003 
Casual Grade 004 
Casual Grade 005 
$ 9,46/hr. 
iO.li/hr, 
11.30/hr. 
12.25/hr, 
13.13/hr. 
B8003 Slenostrjpher-Clerk Level ] - Grade 3 
B800! Stenographer-Clerk Level 1] - Grade 5 
SPECIAL CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULES 
B9019 Key Punch Operator - Grade 3 
B°OSI Key Punch/Verifier Opr - Grade 4 
BM20 Verifier Operator - Grade 5 
B8023 Word Processor. Start - Grade 3 
BB024 Word Processor. Level I - Grade 5 
B8025 Word Processor. Level ][ - Grade 6 
B7081 Accounting Clerk. Sun - Grade 5 
B7082 Accounting Clerk. Level 1 - Grade 7 
R7[>83 Accounting Clerk, Level 1] ."Grade 8 
B7084 Accounsing Clerk, Level 111 - Grade 9 
B4347 field Clerk, Stan - Grade 5 
B434* Field Clerk. Level 1 - Grade 7 
B4349 Field Cleri. Level II - Gride 8 
B4350 Field Clerk, Level 111 - Glide 9 
SPECIAL PROGRESSION $CHEDy'LES 
B4342 C«v Phut Clerk. Start - Grade J - -
B4343 City Plain Cleri,, Level 1 - Grade 7 
B4344 Cny Plan! Clerk. Level JJ - Grade S 
B4345 City Plant Clerk, Levei Hi • Grade i 
B4126 Gas Measurement Clttk, Stan - Grade 5 
B4163 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level J • Grade 7 
BJI65 Gas Measurement Clerk. Level ]] - Grade 8 
B419S G » MeasuremeM Clerk. Level 111 - Gride 9 
BJ489 Rent it Royalties Clett, StJH - Grade i 
B4490 Rent &. Royalties Clerk. Level • Grade 7 
8J4vi Rent & Royalties Clerk. Level [I - Grade S 
BJ492 Rent & RsyjiSies Cltrk, Lev*! 111.- Gmrtr 0 
B6020 Customer Account CletV, Start - Grade 3 
B602I Customer Account Clerli. LeuM Grade 5 
B6022 Customer Account Clerk. Level II Grade 6 
66033 Customer Account Cterk. Le«l lit Grade 9 
B9024 
B8004 
B9025 
B6020 
B9026 
B8182 
B90I9 
B8008 
B9028 
B8003 
B8Q23 
B9029 
B90SI 
B7081 
B4342 
B602I 
B9022 
B4347 
B4I26 
B4489 
B9027 
B50I1 
GRADE 001 -S10.49/hr. 
" Messenger • 
Typist-Clerk 
GRADE 002- SI 1.27/hr. 
Stock Room Clerk 
GRADE 003-S12.59/hr. 
Customer Account Clerk-Start 
Copying Machine Operator 
General Office Clerk 
Key Punch Operator 
Receptionist 
Records Storage Clerk 
Stenographer-Clerk, Level 1 
Word Processor, Start 
GRADE 004 -SU.M/hr . 
Stock Room Clerk. Sr. 
Key Punch/Verifier Operator 
GRADE 005 -SM.64/hr. 
•Accounting Clerk, Start 
City Plant Clerk, Start 
Customer Account Clerk, Level 1 
Electronic Data Processor 
Field Clerk. Start 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
Rent & Royalties Clerk, Start 
Mail Clerk 
Marketirta and Rates Clerk 
B8002 
• B9044 
B4183 
B9020. 
B8024 
B4U3 
B6022 
B9030 
B903! 
B8025 
B9090 
B9095 
B7082 
B4343 
B4125 
B9023 
B4245 
B4348 
B4163 
B4490 
B5012 
B4122 
B4I71 
B9064 
B7080 
GRADE 005 (CONT'DI-S14.64/hr. 
Stenographer-Clerk. Level tl 
Telephone Switchboard Operator 
Tracer 
Verifier Operator 
Word Processor, Level 1 
GRADE 006-SI 5.66/hr. 
Gas & By-Ptoducis Tester 
Customer Account Clerk, Level 11 
Priming Machine Operator 
Stationery Clerk 
Word Processor, Level 11 
Environmental Clerk 
Engineering Clerk 
GRADE 007 -Si6.69/hr. 
Accounting Clerk, Level I 
City Plant Clerk, Level I 
Drafisperson 
Electronic Data Processor, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk 
Field Clerk. Level I 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 1 
Rent &, Royalties Clerk, Level 1 
Marketing & Rales Clerk. General 
Purchasing Clerk 
Traffic Clerk 
Photorypesetting Specialist 
Information Systems Specialist 
B7083 
B4344 
B4153 
B4349 
B4165 
B449) 
B9062 
B8028 
B6023 
B7084 
B4345 
B4350 
B4247 
B4195 
B4II1 
B4492 
B4138 
B4I08 
B4346 
B4297 
B4J04 
B4338 
B435! 
GRADE 008-SI 7.40/hr. 
Accounting Clerk. Level II 
Citv Plant Clerk. Level II 
Telecommunications Clerk 
Field Clerk, Level 11 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level 11 
Rem & Royalties Clerk, Level JJ 
Microfilm Equipment Operator ' 
Word Processor, Leader 
GRADE 009 - S18.63/pr. 
Customer Account Clerk. Level III 
Accounting Clerk. Level III 
City Plant Clerk, Level III 
Field Clerk, Level III 
Gas & By-Products Tester, Sr. 
Gas Measurement Clerk, Level III 
Instrument Person 
Rent & Rovalties Clerk, Level 111 
Production Clerk 
Storage Clerk 
GRADE 0 1 0 - S19.3<Vhr. 
City Plant Clerk, Leader 
Draftspeison, Division 
Drafisperson, Sr. 
Extraction Plant Clerk, Leader 
Field Clerk, Leader 
GRADE - Oil -S20.04/hr 
B4192 ] Lease Ownership Clerk 
Both parties agree to use the 1996 Job Descriptions 
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SECTION XXI(A) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1.2004 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC. 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES MADE REGULAR PRIOR TO JANUARY I, 1996 
OCCUPATION « - - ~ - RATE 
oooo: 
0000* 
00005 
00007 
00006 
00008 
CasuaJ Janitor 
Clsu*- Roimer 
C i iu j l Rouster- 12 Mo 
Ct5Ui!R0us[er-l& Mo 
Cisual Compressor Sit Oper -Start 
ft.tgii\ir JfenttDT 
J 11.24/hr 
14 0J*r . 
- • ]S 03/iir 
16 00/hr. 
2Q.69(hr. 
S )5.74/hr. 
RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New KfEiilar Employees 
00011 Field/Distribution Worker (Less/IYr.) 
OOOnFitlaVDistribuiioriWMktr {1 Vr.) 
00018 Field/Distribution Worker (1-1,2 Yrs.) 
00024 Field/Distribution Worktr (2 Yrs) 
00036 FitldfDismbuiion Worktr (J Yrs I 
0O070 Field/Distributon Worktr (5 Yrs ) 
00080 Field/Distribution Worktr (8 Yrs } Gr 3 
00081 Field/Distribution Worker. Sr. 10 Yrsl Gr. 5 
.. . 
00)22 Compressor Station Operator-Start (Less than 5 Yrs) Gr. 3 
00221 Compressor Station Operator-Levtl! {5 Years) Gr. 5 
JI4.907hr 
15 3S/hr. 
16.02/hr -
16 76/hr 
16 S3/hr. 
!95S/hr. 
20.39/hr 
2QS0*r 
120 39/hr 
20 BO/hr. 
CKW1S Utililvperson Field-Slart (Less/6 Yrs ) Gr. 7 
00511 UliSitvperSDn Fitld-Levtl I (6 Yrs ) Gr 8 
00620 Group Leader/Utililvperson-Levei II ( to Yrs )Or. 10 
-
00419 Utililvperson Distribution-Sun (Las/6 Yrs ) Gr. 7 
00512 Utililvperson Distribul ion-Level I (6 Yrs ) Or 8 
0062! Ulilitvperson Distribution-Levef II (10 Yrs) Gr, 10 
S2I SO/hr. 
2132/hr 
23.10/hr 
521.80/hr. 
22,32/hr 
23.10/hr 
" ' " 
Electrician 
00301 Electrician-Stan 
00501 Elmrican-Level 1 
00701 EJeclrician-LcveJII 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
OO405 Gas Measurement Specialist 
00614 Gas Measurement Specialist. Sr 
_. . . 
Communications Specialist 
001*4 Cotnnaursicaitoiis 5pecialist-Slari 
00409 Communications Specialist-Level 1 
00622 Communications Specialist-Level JJ 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
00624 Enitme Compressor Analyst Trainee 
00707 Engine Compressor Analvst 
00801 Engine Compressor Analvsi. St 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
S2l.27/hr 
2:32Jht 
23 72/hr. 
J21.80/hr 
23.10/hr 
S2a.3<Whr. 
21 80/hr 
23 10/hr 
SlJ.lWhr 
23 72/hr. 
24 19/hr. 
Gas Service Specialist 
00302 Gas Service Specialist-Start 
00402 Gas Service Specialist-Level 1 
00502 Gas Service Specialist-Level [1 
00602 Gas Service Specialist-Level HI 
00705 Gas Service Speciafet-Level IV 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Rcuu lator Specialist 
00604 Regulator Specialist. Sr. 
Town Plant Representative 
00311 Town Plant Representative-Start 
00412 Town Plant Representative-Level I 
S21.27/hr. 
2l.80Jhr. 
22 32/ht. 
22.72/hr, 
23-72/hr 
521.80/hr. 
22 72/hr. 
J21.27/hr. 
21 .80% 
00510 Town Plant Representative-Level I I 22.32/hr. 
Warehouse Worker 
00305 Warehouse Worker-Start J21J7/hr 
00420 Warehouse Worker-Level I 
00514 Warehouse Worker-Level II 
21.80/hr 
22.32/hr 
- _ 
00)01 
00110 
00111 
oooso 
00121 
O0122 
00124 
00125 
00081 
00212 
00214 
00216 
00219 
00220 
00221 
00222 
G R A D E 001 - 19.1")rtlT. 
Maintenance Worker. Building 
G R A D E 0 0 1 - S I °.SMsr. 
Garaue Attendant 
Guard 
G R A D E 00) - SIU.Jv/hr. 
FieW/Dislnbution Worker (8 Yrs ) 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Operator (Stan) 
Communications Specialist (Start) 
Maintenance Worker. Evi Plant 
GRADE 004 - J20 59 hr. 
G R A D E OOf, - SlO-MUir. 
FieloVDjst Worker. Sr (1 0 Yrs ) 
Collector 
Meter Reader 
Painter 
Loader. Extraction Plant 
Well Tender 
Compressor Station Oper -Level 1 
Waste Water Treatment Plant Oper. 
00300 
00301 
00302 
00303 
00304 
00305 
00307 
00308 
00309 
00311 
00312 
00313 
O040I 
00402 
00404 
00405 
004 06 
00407 
00409 
00412 
00413 
0O4I4 
0O4I6 
G R A D E 006-S21.27ffl>r. 
Bailing Machine Operator 
Electrician /Stan) 
Gas Servvct Specialist (Slanl 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic. Buildinu 
Warehouse Worker (Sun) 
Auto Mechanic 
Medium Equipment Opetator 
Meas Stalion Operator (Major) 
Town Plant Representative-Stan 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak Inspector 
G R A D E 007-S21.80/hr. 
Compressor Station Oper.. S; 
Gas Service Specialist (Level 1) 
Engine Mechanic 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
Heavy Truck Driver 
Paint Gun Operator 
Communications Specialist (Lv I ) 
Town Plant Representative <L\. J) 
Loader. St., Extraction Plant 
Extraction plant Operator 
Pressure Control Operator 
00417 
00418 
00411 
00420 
00501 
00502 
00503 
00506 
00507 
00508 
00509 
00510 
00511 
005)2 
O0JI4 
O05I5 
— -
00602 
00603 
00604 
GR. 007 | CONT' D) - « 1 .SO/hr. 
Regulator Specialist 
Utilityperspn Field-Stan 
VuUtVperson Distribution-Stan 
Warehouse Worker (Level 1) 
G R A D E 001 - J22.3I/nr. 
Electrician (Level 1) 
Gas Service Specialist (Level 11) 
Leader. General Office Garaue 
Compressor Station Oper.. 24-Hr 
Extraction Plant Turbine Oper 
Insulator. Extraction Plant 
Heavy Equipment Operator 
Town Plant Rep (Level 11) 
Uttlitypcrson Field (Level f) 
Vhilityperson Distrib ILevel 1) 
Warehouse Worker (Level I I ) 
Maintenance Mechanic, Bid . Sr. 
G R A D E 009 . J22.72/hr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv, I I I ) 
Catpemer 
Regulator Specialist. Sr 
00610 
00611 
006)3 
00614 
00616 
00617 
00618 
00619 
00620 
00621 
00622 
00623 
00624 
00701 
00702 
O0703 
00704 
0O705 
00707 
O07O9 
00801 
GRADE DID . » J . I t V h r . 
Auto Mechanic. Sr 
Control Board Operatot 
Eniiine Mechanic. Sr 
Gas Measurement Specialist. Sr 
Machinist 
Shift Leader 
Extraction Plant Equip Mechanic 
Instnjment Specialist 
Group LtidiriUtiliv,. Lv, I I (10 Yrs ) 
UtililvpersonDisl-Lv l l ( l O Y f s ) 
Communications Spec. (Level IE) 
Cattipeesso-r Station. Control Spec 
Engine Compressor Analyst Trainee 
G R A D E Oi l -S2J.72 /hr , 
Electrician (Level I I) 
Leader. Repair Crew 
Welder 
ShiO Leader. Extraction Plant 
Gas Service Specialist (Level I V ) 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
Hastings Gas Processing Plant Oper 
G R A D K 0 1 2 - J 2 4 . l v / h r 
Enttine Compressor Analyst. Sr. 
Bolh parties m-ree to use the I W 6 Job Peserinlians. 
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SECTION XXI(B) - PHYSICAL PAY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1. 2004 - " 
DOMINION TRANSMISSION, INC 
AND 
DOMINION HOPE 
CLASSIFIED PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES RATES AND OCCUPATION CODES 
EMPLOYEES HIRED, REHIRED, OR MADE REGULAR AFTER JANUARY 1.1996 
OCCUPATION 
00003 
00009 
00OI0 
0O013 
Casual Janitor 
Casual Rouster 
Casual Rousler-12 Mo 
Casual Compressor Sta Oper..Start 
00014 Regular Janitor 
RATE SCHEDULES 
Time is Credited Service in Classification for New Regular Employees 
00015 Fidd/Distribulion Worker (Start) 
00016 FieWDismbtitton Worker (2 Yrs ) 
00017 Fieltj/Dislribuiion Worker (} Yrs.) 
00019 Field/Distribution Worker 15 Yrs I 
00)2 Compressor Station Opetator-Stan (Less than ? Yrs ) Gr. 3 
00221 Compressor Station Operator-Level 1 (5 Years) Gr 5 
RATE 
} 9.25/hr 
10 49/hr 
11 08/ht 
!4.13/hr, 
S 12,13/hr 
B0418 Ulilirypcrson FieM-Slan tless/fr Yrs ) Gr. 7 
BOSt) Ulilitvperson Field-Level 1 (6 Y f t ) Gr. a 
I20.3°/hr B04l9Ul i l i typcrsonDisuibut ion-$tarHLtss/6 Yrs ) Gr 7 
20,B0/ht I B0512 Utiliivperson Distr iWmn-LevcI I (6 V r s ) Gr. 8 
KS. SO/kr 
S21.80/hr 
..... 
--— --..-> 
. 
=- -
• 
Eiteirimn 
oOini Fl^rncian-Slan 
O050I Etecrrwwn-Lcvei'J 
O0701 Electrician-Level 11 
G i i Measurement1 Specialist 
0O405 Gas Measurement Specialist 
00614 Gas, Measurement Specialist. St 
CommunicMtions Sptiiahti 
00124 Communications SpecialiSt^Stan 
OQ4&9 CofniTtiriiicalfans Specialist-Level 1 
00622 Com muni ca t * lis Spec.a list-Level 11 
Enpine Compressor A n * K s l 
00624 Engine Compressor Analyst Trainee 
00707 Engine Compressor Analyst 
OOBOl Etijiinc Compressor Anaivst. Sr. 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
«21.27/hr. 
22.j2/hr 
23.72/hr 
321 80/hr 
23.1 D*r 
S20.39/hr 
2( 80/hr. 
23.10/r.r. 
Gas Service Specialist 
00302 Gas Service Spccialisi-Siart 
00402 l ias Service ipeciaiist-Levei i 
OQ502Gas Service Specialist-Level [1 
00602 Gas Service Specialist-Level I I I 
00705 Gas Service Specialisl-Level IV 
Regulator Specialist 
00417 Regulator Specialist 
00604 Rctrurilor Specialist. Sr. 
Town Plant Representative 
00311 Town Plant Representative-Start 
00412 Town Plant Representative-Level 1 
I 00510 Town Plant Representative-Level 11 
$23 10/hr 
23.72/hr Warehouse Worker 
24.19/ht 00305 Warehouse Worker-Start 
WM20 Warehouse WorSer-Lcver J 
| 00514 Warehouse Worker-Level 11 
" 
S21.27/hr 
21S0'hr 
22.32/hr. 
22.72/hr 
" 23 72/hr 
M l . 80/hr. 
22 nihi, 
J2l.27/hr 
21 80/hr 
22 32/hr 
J21.27/hr 
21 80/hr 
22.32/hr 
G R A D E 609 - 14.52/hr. 
Maintenance Worker. Building 
G R A D E 610 - SLS,24/hr. 
Garage Attendant 
G R A D E 003 - S20.J9hr. 
Chemical Tester 
Compressor Station Opfralpj- {Start) 
Communications Special is I (Start) 
Maintenance Worker. Exi Plant 
G R A D E 004 - SlO.S9/h r. 
GRAPE 00? - S20.80/hr. 
Meier Reader 
Painter 
Loader, Extraction Plant 
Welt Tftndrr 
Compressor Station Opgr.-Lcvel 1 
W O K Water Treatment Plant £EL 
G R A D E 0D6-S21.L7/hr. 
Bail in^Machme Operitor 
ElectrfcianJStan} 
Gas Service Specialist (Start) 
Inspector 
Maintenance Mechanic. Building 
Warehouse Worker (Start) 
Auto Mechanic 
Medium Equipment Operator 
Meat. Station Operator {\Utor) 
TownPlant Represent a m e b i a n 
Service Dispatcher 
Leak Inspector 
GRADE 007- ttl.BO/br, 
j GR.0P7 j C Q N r D j - i 2 | . 8 f V h r . 
005 OB 
Compressor Station Oper.. Sr 
Gas Service Specialist {LevdD 
00404 \ Enttine Mechanic 
Gas Measurement Specialist 
Heavy Truck Driver 
Faint Gun Operator 
ComjTiL;nic3lJOPS Spccjfllisi jLv. }) 
Town Plant Representative fLv \) 
Loader, 5 r . Extraction PJanl 
Extraction Plant Operator 
Pressure Control Operator 
Regulator Specialist 
Utilityperson Field-Start 
Utilityperson Distribution-Start 
Warehouse Worker (Level 1) 
GRADE 00* - S22.52/br. 
Electrician (Level 1) 
Gas Service Specialist (Level tf > 
Leader. General Office Gataee 
Compressor Station Oper., 24-Hi 
Extraction Plant Turbine Oper 
Insulator, Extraction Plant 
HtJvy Equipment Qpgra;or 
J o w n Plant Rep (Level [1) 
l/tilitypcrson Field (Level t) 
00603 
Utilityperson Distrib (Level I) 
WArehouseWorkcr (Level II) 
00622 
00624 
GRADE Oi0-S23.10/hr. 
AUIQ Mechanic. Sr 
Control Board Operator 
Engine Mechanic. Sr 
Gas Measurement Specialist, Sr 
Shjfj Leader 
Extraction Ffcnr Equip Mechanic 
Instrument Specialist 
Communications Spec (Level 11) 
Compressor Station Control Spec 
Engine Compressor Analyst Trainee 
G R A D E 0 1 1 . J2J.72/hr. 
Etecrrfctan {Level (I) 
Leader, Repair Crew 
Maintenance Mechanic. Bid
 r Sr 
GRADE 009 - $22J2fhr. 
Gas Service Specialist (Lv 111, 
jTarpenter 
00604 i R e s u b t o r Specialist. Sr, 
Welder 
Shift Lcadet, Extraction plan. 
Gas Service Specialist {Level [V) 
Engine Compressor Analyst 
Hastings Gas Processing Plant Oper 
G R A D E 011-Sl4.I«>/hr. 
_EBgine Compressor Analyst, Sr 
Bo (Pi purtjes agree to use ihe j_9?& Job DrMr iPt iorn , 
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APPENDIX NO. 1 - CLERICAL BIDDING DEPARTMENTS & 
UNITS 
BIDDING DEPARTMENT 
Genera] Office - DTI 
Field Operations - DTI 
Dominion Hope 
BIDDING UNIT 
Genera] Office 
Central Area 
Eastern Area 
Northern Area 
Southern Area 
Western Area 
Clarksburg City Plant , 
Fairmont City Plant 
General Office - Hope 
Morgantown City Plant 
Parkersburg City Plant 
Weston City Plant 
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BIDDING DEPARTMENT 
General Office - DTI 
BIDDING UNIT 
General Office 
Automation-and Control Engineering 
Gas Accounting 
Gas Storage 
General Accounting 
Land Records 
Mail 
Maps and Records 
Office Services _ 
Pricing 
Project Team I " 
Project Team II 
Project Team III 
Purchasing & Material Control 
System Planning 
Technical and Marketing Support 
Transportation Services 
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BIDDING DEPARTMENT 
Field Operations-DTI 
Dominion Hope 
BIDDING UNIT 
Southern Area 
Field Accounting 
G & P Grantsville 
G&PPineville 
G & P Salem . 
G & P Weston - • - — 
Hastings Extraction Plant 
Southern Area Headquarters 
Western Area 
Lease & Rights-of-Way-Mamont 
Mamont Transmission 
Central Area 
G & P-Luthersburg 
Luthersburg Transmission 
P-Leidy Storage Pool . . . 
Northern Area 
Northern Area Technical Support 
Eastern Area 
Clarksburg Staff 
Fairmont Staff 
General Office - Hope 
HGl Accounting 
HGI Customer Billing 
HGI District 4 Staff 
HGI Mass Market Sales 
HGl Office Services 
Morgan town Staff 
Parkersburg Staff 
Weston Staff 
_^  __ ~ , ^ 
* New payroll locations that are established during the course of this agreement-will be 
included within the geographic bidding unit in which they are located. 
* Any payroll locations recognized in the previous labor agreement which are not listed 
above will be combined with one of the above payroll locations during the term of this 
labor agreement. Until such reorganization occurs, these employees will bid within 
the Southern Area Bidding Unit. 
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APPENDIX NO. 2 - PHYSICAL BIDDING DEPARTMENTS & 
UNITS 
BIDDING DIVISION 
Dominion Transmission, Inc. 
Dominion Hope 
BIDDING UNIT 
Central Area 
Eastern Area 
Northern Area 
Southern Area(l) 
Western Area 
Clarksburg City Plant 
Fairmont City Plant 
"" Mbrgantown City Plant 
Parkersburg City Plant 
Weston City Plant (2) 
(1) Job vacancies in the Electrician classification in the Division Staff at Products 
Division will be bid and filled division-wide in the initial posting. 
(2) For division-wide bidding only, Chel van Transmission will be allowed to bid 
job vacancies within Madison City Plant and Madison City Plant employees 
will be allowed to bid jobs within -Chelyan Transmission. 
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BIDDING DIVISION-
Dominion Transmission, Inc. 
• 
~
j
— 
-
. 
-
--
• -
— 
BIDDING UNIT 
Southern Area 
24-Hour Salem 
24-Hour Smithville 
24-Hour Weston 
Bridgeport Station 
Bridgeport Storage 
Camden Station 
Chambersburg Station 
Chelyan Transmission 
Compressor Systems-WV 
Cornwell Station 
Cornwell Transmission 
Craig II Station 
Davis Station 
Field Support 
Fleet 
G & P Grantsville 
G & P Pineviile 
G & P Salem 
G & P Weston 
Galmish 
Hastings Extraction Plant 
Hastings Station 
Hastings Transmission 
Huff Creek Station 
Jones Station 
Kennedy Station 
L. L. Tonkin Station 
Leesburg Station 
Leesburg Transmission 
Lightburn Station 
Lost Creek Storage 
Loup Creek Station 
Oscar Nelson Station 
— 
. 
- — 
-
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BIDDING DIVISION 
DTI (Continued) 
BIDDING UNrr 
Southern Area (Continued) 
Sardis "Station 
Schutte Station 
Security&Building Opers.(Facilities Mgt.) " 
Smithburg Station - . .-
Southern Area Support 
Sweeney Station 
Sweeney Transmission 
Telecommunications-Cornwell 
Telecommunications-Davisson Run 
Tonkin Transmission 
Yellow Creek Station 
Western Area 
Beaver Station 
Beaver Transmission 
Carroll Station 
Compressor Systems-Ohio 
Compressor Systems-PA 
Crayne Station 
Gilmore Station 
Gilmore Transmission 
Groveport Station " 
Groveport Transmission 
Hutchinson Station * 
Lebanon Station 
Mamont Transmission 
Newark Station 
North Summit Station 
P-Oakford Station 
Telecommunications-Oakford 
Washington Station 
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DTI (Continued) -
BIDDING DIVISION 
" 
-
Central Area 
Ardell Station 
Ardell Transmission 
Big Run Station 
Compression Maint.-Luthersburg 
Compressor Systems-Leidy '-
Finnefrock Station 
G & P Luthersburg 
Greenlick Station 
Luthersburg Support 
Luthersburg Transmission . 
P-Leidy Station 
P-Leidy Storage Pool 
Punxsutawney Station 
South Bend Station 
BIDDING UNIT 
Northern Area 
- Compressor Systems-Westfield Area 
Harrison Storage 
Northern Area Technical Support 
P-Ellisburg Station 
P-Ellisburg Storage 
P-Harrison Station 
P-Tioga Station - -
Sabinsville Station 
Sabinsville Transmission 
Silver Springs Transmission 
State Line Station 
Telecommunications-Sabinsville 
Woodhul! Station 
Eastern Area 
Borger Station 
IthacaTield 
Schenectady Transmission 
Utica Field 
Utica Station J 
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BIDDING DIVISION 
Dominion Hope 
BIDDING UNIT 
Clarksburg City Plant 
Clarksburg Construction and Maintenance 
Clarksburg Field Metering Services 
HG1 Dispatch Services 
Hope Metering Data Management Services 
Fairmont City Plant 
Fairmont Construction and Maintenance 
Fairmont Field Metering Services 
Hope Metering Data Management Services 
Morgantown City Plant 
HGI Dispatch Services 
Hope Metering Data Management Services 
Morgantown Construction and Maintenance 
Morgantown Field Metering Services 
Parkersburg City Plant 
Hope Metering Data Management Services 
Parkersburg District Operations 
Parkersburg Field Engineering 
Parkersburg Field Metering Services 
Sistersville District Operations 
Sistersville FieldJVletering Services 
Weston City Plant 
Gassaway-Glenville Const. & Maint. 
Gassaway-Glenville Field Metering Services 
Hope-Metering Data Management Services 
Madison Construction and Maintenance 
Madison Field Metering Services 
Summersville Field Metering Services 
Summersville-Richwood Const. & Maint. 
Weston Construction and Maintenance 
Weston Field Metering Services 
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APPENDIX NO. 3 - HOPE GAS COST CENTERS (PAYROLL 
LOCATIONS) - MAJOR CITY PLANTS 
1. For the purpose of administering this Agreement physical employees who 
work out of or report to Morgantown City Plant will be grouped together,- -
not separated by cost center (payroll location). 
2. For the purpose of administering this Agreement physical employees who 
ZST~ ' work out of or report to Fairmont City Plant will be grouped together, not 
separated by cost center (payroll location). — — 
3. For the purpose of administering this Agreement physical employees who 
work out of or report to Clarksburg City Plant will be grouped together, 
not separated by cost center, (payroll location). 
4. For the purpose of administering this Agreement physical employees who 
work out of or report to Parkersburg City Plant will be grouped together, 
not separated by cost center (payroll location). 
The provisions of this Appendix in no way impact employees at Weston City 
Plant, Gassaway-Glenville City Plant, SummersviHe City Plant, Madison City Plant or 
Sistersville City Plant. 
The provisions of this Appendix do not apply to employees assigned to cost 
center (payroll location) Hope Engineering. 
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APPENDIX NO. 4 - INSPECTION 
If the Company deems it necessary to assign physical employees to inspect contracted 
work, the following guidelines will be used: 
1. Except in those circumstances identified in Paragraph 6 below, classified 
Inspectors will be entitled to first consideration for inspection work 
involving significant amounts of overtime. 
2. Temporary assignment of qualified employees to work as" Inspectors on 
construction projects will normally be on an upgrade basis rather than to 
utilize higher rated- employees. Management will not. however, be 
required to replace lower rated employees with higher rated employees in 
order to make the lower rated employees available for temporary upgrade 
to the Inspector's rate. 
3. Temporary assignments as- inspectors on construction projects will be 
rotated among qualified and available employees in an effort to distribute 
—overtime. However, since assignments to work as an inspector can vary 
considerably in duration, there is no obligation to distribute inspection 
overtime evenly. Assignment will not normally be rotated during a 
project. -
4. Each payroll location will maintain two lists of employees qualified for 
inspection assignments in seniority order. One list will contain Inspectors 
and the other list will contain those lower rated employees who are 
qualified to be upgraded to an inspection assignment. The list of lower 
rated employees will only be used when a sufficient number of employees 
are not available for assignment from the^ Inspector list. When another 
employee's name is added to the list, it will be slotted in according to 
seniority. As inspection assignments become available, they will be 
offered to the next person on the list. Should an employee decline an 
opportunity for inspection, the next person on the list is asked and the 
employee that turned down the assignment will not be offered another 
opportunity until the inspection list has gone through one complete cycle 
and all employees on the list have been offeredan opportunity to work on 
an inspection assignment. Rotation through the list is continual, meaning 
that assignments are not offered to the senior employee on the list at the 
beginning of each project or year. 
5. When a specific project involves more than one payroll location, the lists 
from the payroll locations involved will be utilized in selecting employees 
for assignment. 
6. Under certain circumstances, an employee with specific skills or 
knowledge may be required to provide proper inspection for contracted 
work. In such cases, the employee may also be assigned other inspection 
duties. These assignments will also be rotated among those employees in 
the payroll location with the required skills. 
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APPENDIX NO. 5 - CLERICAL PROGRESSION SCHEDULES 
AND ^ 
CLERICAL PAY SCHEDULES: 
1." The Clerical Progression Schedules and Clerical Pay Schedules provide a means for 
employees to advance through pay grades by working a specified time in grade. 
2. Time in any level of a Clerical Progression Schedule or Clerical Pay Schedule is 
cumulative in calculating an employee's time in classification credit under the 
credited service in classification schedule. 
3. In order to qualify for selection to enter a Clerical Progression or a Clerical Pay 
Schedule job, an applicant must demonstrate proper qualifications by passing 
appropriate aptitude tests and/or typing test and/or scoring 70% on a -Personal 
Computer Skills test for the current Company Operating System and/or the current 
Electronic Spreadsheet Application. - -
4. Normal bidding procedures will be followed in filling Start Level vacancies (Level I 
for Stenographer-Clerk) and the senior employee who meets the requirements stated 
in Paragraph (3) above will be awarded the job. Upon entry into Level I (Level II for 
Stenographer-Clerk), the employee's salary will be increased in accordance with 
Appendix No. 11 Employment and Promotion. -
5. Wage increases for successive levels will be based on time in position. (See 
Paragraph 9.) -
6. Any employee permanently classified within one of these Clerical Progression 
Schedules or Clerical Pay Schedules may be assigned any of those duties which 
he/she is capable of performing. Any employee temporarily assigned duties within 
the progression/pay schedules may be required to perform any duties which he/she is 
capable of performing, but will be considered to be at the Start Level (Level I for 
Stenographer-Clerk) for pay purposes. 
7. Any regular employee on the payroll as of December 31, 1995, who enters a Clerical 
Progression Schedule will start at the start rate of the progression. (Section XX-A) 
Any employee hired or rehired on or after January 1, 1996, who enters a Clerical 
Progression Schedule will start at the start rate of the progression. (Section XX - B) 
8. If an employee leaves a progression and reenters the same progression within 2 years, 
they will reenter at the same grade they previously held. At the time the employee 
reenters the progression, the Company will give the employee the appropriate 
diagnostic tests to determine any training necessary to update the employee's skills. 
If an employee leaves a progression and reenters the same progression after 2 years, 
they will reenter at the start rate of the progression. Any accumulated time worked in 
a Progression will count toward the next level entrance or promotion. 
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9. Clerical jobs in these Progression Schedules/Clerical Pay Schedules are as follows: 
Accounting Clerk Progression: 
Grade ' ' Title 
005 Accounting Clerk, Start 
007 Accounting Clerk, Level I 
008 Accounting Clerk, Level II 
009 Accounting ClerkrLevel III 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
City Plant Clerk Progression: 
Grade " Title 
005 City Plant Clerk, Start 
007 . City Plant Clerk, Level I 
008 City Plant Clerk, Level II 
009 City Plant Clerk, Level III 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
Customer Account Clerk Progression: 
"Grade Title 
003 Customer Account Clerk, Stan 
005 Customer Account Clerk, Level 1 
006 Customer Account Clerk, Level II 
009 .. Customer Account Clerk. Level III 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
Field Clerk Progression: 
Grade Title 
005 Field Clerk, Start 
007 Field Clerk, Level I 
008 Field Clerk, Level II 
009 Field Clerk, Level III 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
Gas Measurement Clerk Progression: 
Grade Title 
005 Gas Measurement Clerk, Start 
007 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level I 
008 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level II 
009 Gas Measurement Clerk, Level HI 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
Rent & Royalties Clerk Progression: 
Grade Title 
005 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Start 
007 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level I 
008 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level II 
009 Rent & Royalties Clerk, Level III 
Time in Grade 
1 Year 
2 Years 
2 Years 
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